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INTRODUCTION 
Vector c r o s s products on ve c t o r spaces were f i r s t defined 
and studied from a t o p o l o g i c a l standpoint by Eckmann L * 0 • 
F u r t h e r , v e c t o r c r o s s products have been studied from an 
a l g e b r a i c standpoint i n Brown and Grey |^] . 
Vector c r o s s products are i n t e r e s t i n g f o r three reasons: 
f i r s t , they are a n a t u r a l g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of the concept of 
almost complex s t r u c t u r e ; secondly, a v e c t o r c r o s s product 
on a manifold M generates unusual almost complex s t r u c t u r e s 
on c e r t a i n submanifolds of M; t h i r d l y , v e c t o r c r o s s products 
provide an approach to the study of riemannian manifolds with 
holonomy group G g or S p i n ( 7 ) . 
I n Chapter ( 1 ) we give a d e s c r i p t i o n of ve c t o r c r o s s 
products on v e c t o r spaces from a t o p o l o g i c a l and then from 
an a l g e b r a i c standpoint. We s t a t e the main r e s u l t s a r r i v e d 
a t i n [_ \ ~} and ^ 1 • 
I n Chapter ( 2 ) we give an account of a work by Gray (C.63 
d e a l i n g with v e c t o r c r o s s products on manifolds and r e l a t i n g 
the geometry of c e r t a i n submanifolds to the p r o p e r t i e s of a 
n a t u r a l l y induced almost complex s t r u c t u r e . Some of the 
proofs presented i n t h i s Chapter are due to the author. 
I n Chapter ( 3 ) we determine completely a l l connected and 
7 
complete n e a r l y k a h l e r hypersurfaces i n R . We deduce t h a t 
g 
a l l n e a r l y k a h l e r 6-dimensional submanifolds i n R po s s e s s 
the n i c e property of pointwise constant type. Also f o r such 
submanifolds we obtain a formula r e l a t i n g the holomorphic 
s e c t i o n a l curvature to the type f u n c t i o n . T h i s , we b e l i e v e , 
should make the study of the geometry of such submanifolds 
r e l a t i v e l y e a s i e r . F u r t h e r we g e n e r a l i z e a r e s u l t on the 
ex i s t e n c e of almost complex s t r u c t u r e s on spheres by 
co n s i d e r i n g the c l a s s of a l l connected and compact hyper-
s u r f a c e s i n R whose Gaussian curvature K vanishes 
n 
nowhere. 
F i n a l l y i n Chapter (h) we make an attempt towards a 
g e n e r a l i z a t i o n of the i n t e g r a b i l i t y notion to v e c t o r c r o s s 
products. We d i s c u s s and ev a l u a t e p o s s i b l e ways of doing 
t h i s • 
CHAPTER 1 
Vector Cross Products 
I n t h i s Chapter we give an account of the development of 
the s u b j e c t of v e c t o r c r o s s product s t r u c t u r e s on v e c t o r spaces 
w i t h an inne r product. 
1 . Continuous v e c t o r c r o s s products. 
Let V be an n-dimensional r e a l v e c t o r space and (,) the 
u s u a l ( p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e ) inner product. Eckmann \_k] has-
defined a v e c t o r c r o s s product on V to be a continuous map 
P: V* ^ V ( 1 ^ r ^ n) 
with the f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s 
( P ( a 1 a r ) , a ± ^ = 0 , l ^ i ^ r ( l . l ) 
^ P ( a 1 f . . . , a r ) t P ( a 1 f . . . , a r ) ^ = d e t ( ( a i , a j ) ) ( 1 . 2 ) 
The f o l l o w i n g theorem has been proved by Eckmann and 
whitehead ( [A] » 1MJ ) : 
Theorem ( l . l ) A v e c t o r c r o s s product e x i s t s i n p r e c i s e l y the 
f o l l o w i n g c a s e s : 
n i s even, r = 1 ( 1 . 3 ) 
n i s a r b i t r a r y , r = h - 1 ( 1 . * ) 
n = 3 or 7 , r = 2 ( 1 . 5 ) 
n = k or 8 , r = 3 ( 1 . 6 ) 
Eckmann and Whitehead proved theorem ( l . l ) u s i n g a l g e b r a i c 
topology. Brown and Gray TjOL considered m u l t i l i n e a r v e c t o r 
c r o s s products on v e c t o r spaces over a r b i t r a r y f i e l d s of 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c not two with a r b i t r a r y non-degenerate symmetric 
2 . 
b i l i n e a r form ^  s ^ . Brown and Gray proved that v e c t o r c r o s s 
products e x i s t only i n the cases l i s t e d i n theorem ( l . l ) , 
together with many more b i l i n e a r forms besides the p o s i t i v e 
d e f i n i t e one. Xn c o n t r a s t to Eckmann's and Whitehead's method 
t h e i r technique i s completely a l g e b r a i c . 
/ 
Two v e c t o r c r o s s products P,P w i t h r e s p e c t to the same 
b i l i n e a r form a r e s a i d to be isomorphic i f and only i f there 
e x i s t s a l i n e a r map 
: V — > V s . t . 
^ a , j D b ^ s ( a , b ) f o r a l l a,b4V ( 1 . 7 ) 
Y ? P ( a 1 a r ) = V ( pa., , <p&v) ( 1 . 8 ) 
The automorphism group of a given vector c r o s s product P 
i s the s e t of a l l l i n e a r maps 
Y> : V —>• V s . t . 
^ f a , ^b"> = ^ a , b ^ f o r a l l a,b* V ( 1 . 9 ) 
f P ( a 1 .. , a r ) = P ( ^ a i l ^ a r ) ( 1 . 1 0 ) 
We note that a v e c t o r cross product i s a skew-symmetric: 
tensor. T h i s f o l l o w s from l i n e a r i z a t i o n of ( l . l ) and the f a c t 
that ^  , ^ i s nondegenerate. 
I n the f o l l o w i n g s e c t i o n s we give an account of the 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n of m u l t i l i n e a r v e c t o r c r o s s products. We omit 
most of the proofs s i n c e they a r e e a s i l y a c c e s s i b l e i n Brown 
and Gray C t ] • 
2.. Almost complex s t r u c t u r e s . 
I n t h i s s e c t i o n we consider the case r = 1 . 
DEFINITION: An almost complex s t r u c t u r e on V i s a l i n e a r map 
J:V — ^ - V s . t . J 2 = - l v o 
I f moreover V i s equipped w i t h a b i l i n e a r symmetric form 
and <^ J a , Jb ^  = ^.a 8 b ^ f o r a l l a ,b £ V we say J i s an 
almost h e r m i t i a n s t r u c t u r e . 
PROPOSITION ( 2 . 1 ) : A one-fold v e c t o r c r o s s product on V i s -
an almost h e r m i t i a n s t r u c t u r e . The converse i s a l s o t r u e . 
Proof: F o r a one-fold v e c t o r c r o s s product P, l i n e a r i z a t i o n 
of ( l . l ) g i v e * f o r a l l a,b£V 
^ P a , b ^ + ^ a f P b ^ = 0 ( 2 . 1 ) 
and ^ P a , P b ^ = ^ a , b ^ f o l l o w s from ( 1 . 2 ) 
Hence f o r a l l a,b € V, we have 
^ P 2 a + a , b ^ = ^ P 2 a , b ^ + ^ a j b ^ 
= - ^ P a , P b ^ + ^ a , b ^ = 0 ( 2 . 2 ) 
Since 4, t ^ i s non-degenerate, ( 2 . 2 ) i m p l i e s that f o r each a £ V , 
2 2 P a + a = 0 , or P = - l v . 
Conversely l e t J : V — b e an almost h e r m i t i a n s t r u c t u r e . 
Then ( 1 . 2 ) i s s a t i s f i e d and furthermore, 
^ J a , a ^ = ^ J 2 a , J a > ^ = - ^ a , J a ^ i . e . ^ J a , a ^ = 0 
f o r a l l afcV. Hence ( l . l ) i s a l s o s a t i s f i e d . 
Theorem ( 2 . 2 ) : ( i ) A non-degenerate symmetric b i l i n e a r form 
^ , ^ a d m i t s a 1 - f o l d v e c t o r c r o s s product P, i f and only i f 
the q u a d r a t i c form o f ^ , "^has the form 
< X , X > = 0 ( 1 ( X 2 + X ? J + . . . + °(m{xlm_, + x | m ) ( 2 . 3 ) . 
where ,... , 0 ( m € F, the ground f i e l d . 
( i i ) Any two one-fold v e c t o r c r o s s products P,P are isomorphic, 
when F i s a l g e b r a i c a l l y c l o s e d or F = R. 
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Proof; That V i s of even dimension f o l l o w s from the f a c t 
that V has an orthogonal b a s i s of the form 
j e . , , Pe., , e? 2, P e 2 , e m > P e m ^ 
and w i t h r e s p e c t to such a b a s i s the q u a d r a t i c form of { p ^ 
has the form (2.3) where 0( = <^  e j» » j = l,..,m. 
(2m = n = dim V ) . 
Conversely l e t f 1 , . .*, e m , f f f l ^ be an orthogonal b a s i s 
of V, where <e., £•> = < * ± . * i > = * i > i = l m. 
Define P by Pe^ = f ± ? P f i = - e A . Then P i s a one-fold 
v e c t o r c r o s s product. 
For ( i i ) we choose orthogonal bases of V of the form 
(e„ . P e e , Pe V: <f„ , p'f f , p ' f > . 
1* 1* m' m J l 1 1 ? m* ml, where 
l l e j l 2 - 2 = + 1. 
Define <p: V — b y 
i>e± = f ± ; ( p ( P e ± ) = p'ff ± i = l,...,m. 
dp so defined s a t i s f i e s (1.7) and ( 1 . 8 ) . 
3» S t a r operators. 
L e t V be a f i n i t e dimensional v e c t o r space w i t h a non-
degenerate symmetric b i l i n e a r form. Denote b y A V the e x t e r i o r 
a lgebra over V, =y/)^Vt where /^V are 
T*=o 
the elements of order P. We extend { , ^ o n by l i n e a r i t y 
and the formula (det ( < e ± , f j > > ) i f p = q. 
0 i f p / q. 
©1 9•••f e p 9 f^ o .o , f 6 V. (3.1) 
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T h i s extension i s symmetric and non-degenerate. /^V i s a 
1-dimensional l i n e a r space f o r which we f i x a b a s i s element 
w <g- S\V. For each a £ ^ P V , 1 ^ P < n , we d e f i n e a 
l i n e a r map /\"vP ?> A*1 v > by 
(b) = a A b f o r each b*/\v\ 
Also we d e f i n e a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l 
^ : S?V y P, by 
X ( $ ) = < ^ » w ^ f o r e a c n £ <£. V . 
S i n c e X * ^ a : A ? v ^ F i s l i n e a r and < , ^ i s non-
degenerate on /\ ^ V, which we c a l l * a s . t . 
A 6 ^ a ( b ) = <£*a, b ^ f o r a l l b e. J \ P V or 
e q u i v a l e n t l y ^ a A b , w ^ = ^ * a , b ^ f o r a l l b V ( 3 . 2 ) . 
The map a ^ d e f i n e s the s t a r operator on £ V ^ */\PV 
F i n a l l y * i s defined on a l l of A V by l i n e a r i t y . 
Next, l e t ^ ei»*»'» e n^ D e a n orthogonal b a s i s of V and 
w r i t e , w = e l A . . . A e n then g w |\2 = T r ^ e ^ e ± ^ = 
. ^ f , ... O f n = ^* where 0 ^ 0^ = ^ e^, i s an element i n 
the ground f i e l d F. Then f o r each b a s i s element ^ of /\ V , 
w r i t i n g ^ = p w f o r some € F we get 
H f • P2HA - PV 
We say that £ , *^  has d i s c r i m i n a n t 1 , i f there e x i s t s w. 4 J \ V , 
s . t . || w ||2 = 1 . 
From the above i t f o l l o w s that ^ „ ^  has d i s c r i m i n a n t 1 i f 
and only i f f o r each b a s i s element P| £ A V , we have 
|| 1 if = ^ f ° r S ° m e ^ £ F° 
PROPOSITION ( 3 » l ) : L e t a & /^f V ; then 
**a = ( - l ) P ( n " P ) <w, w>a. ( 3 . 3 ) 
<*a, * b ^ = <w, W y <a,b y ( 3 . 4 ) . 
THEOREM ( 3 . 2 ) : ( i ) A necessary and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n 
t h a t ^ possess an ( n - l ) - f o l d v e c t o r c r o s s product i s that 
the d i s c r i m i n a n t of ^  , ^  be 1 . 
( i i ) I f the d i s c r i m i n a n t of ^  , ^  i s 1 , then any ( n - l ) - f o l d 
v e c t o r c r o s s product i s given as f o l l o w s : there e x i s t s 
w /^V with ^w, w^ = 1 s . t . 
P ( a 1 , a n _ 1 ) = * ( & 1 A ... > v a n _ i ) ( 3 - 5 ) 
f o r a l l a 1 ,. . o , a i n 1 £ V. 
( i i i ) There a r e e x a c t l y two d i s t i n c t (n-1 ) - f o l d v e c t o r c r o s s 
products on V and they are isomorphic to each other. 
4 . Two and T h r e e - f o l d Vector Cross products. 
Two-fold and t h r e e - f o l d v e c t o r c r o s s products are c l o s e l y 
r e l a t e d to composition a l g e b r a s , and so we present a few f a c t s 
about them. Proofs and a d e t a i l e d account are a c c e s s i b l e i n 
JACOBSON [ 9 J 
7 . 
DEFINITION. A composition algebra ¥ i s an algebra equipped 
w i t h a q u a d r a t i c form N such that 
xs ( i ) The b i l i n e a r form ( x , y"^ = i ^N(x+y)-N(x)-N(y)^ 
non-degenerate; 
( i i ) There i s e 4 W such that ex = xe = x f o r a l l x€W. 
( i i i ) N(xy) = N(x)N(y) f o r a l l x, y « W . 
We r e c a l l the d e f i n i t i o n : x ^ N(x) i s a mapping of 
W. int o the base f i e l d F s a t i s f y i n g N(«(x)= od N(x) f o r 
0(4 F and having the property that the mapping defined by 
N(x+y) - N(x) - N(y) i s b i l i n e a r . 
S i n c e N i s non-degenerate that i s N(x)=^~ 0 ? ( i i i ) 
i m p l i e s that N(e) = 1 . Hence the subspace Fe i s not 
i s o t r o p i c , that i s , F e f \ (Fe)"^* = 0 , and t h e r e f o r e we can 
w r i t e W = Fe © (Pe)^". denoting ( F e ) ^ by Wo > we have 
W = Fe © Wo. Next we d e f i n e a mapping a ^ a. 
from W. int o W. as f o l l o w s : f o r each a^W w r i t e a = *<e + X, 
x€ ¥ 0 and s e t a = ofe - x. One can e a s i l y check that 
a ^ & i s an i n v o l u t i o n , that i s / a n antiautomorphism of 
period two. From the s e t of axioms d e f i n i n g a composition 
algebra we can e a s i l y deduce the f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t i e s : 
2 2 x y = x ( x y ) , yx = (yx)x ( ^ . l ) 
(the a l t e r n a t i v e laws) 
x s x, yx = x y, xx = xx = N(x)e, 
2 ^ x , y ^ e = x y + y x ( ^ . 2 ) 
8 . 
<wy, z x ^ + ( r a , z y ^ = 2 < w „ z ^ ^ x , y ^ ( 4 , 3 ) 
< x y , x z ) = N ( x ) < y , z > > 9 <xy, zy") = < x , z ^ N ( y ) ( 4 . 4 ) 
<x,y } = < x , y > ) , ( a x , y ^ = < x , a y ^ , ( x a , y ^ = <x,ya ^  ( 4 . 5 ) 
x + x = T ( x ) e , T ( x ) i n F . ( 4 . 6 ) 
We c a l l T ( x ) the t r a c e of x. 
Conversely i f V i s an a l t e r n a t i v e algebra with an 
i d e n t i t y and an i n v o l u t i o n x ^ x s . t . xx = N(x)e and 
x + x = T ( x ) e , then N(x) i s a q u a d r a t i c form p e r m i t t i n g 
composition. 
JACOBSON X.9 3 proved that the only composition algebras 
are those of dimension; dim. W = 1 , 2 , 4 or 8 , and W i s . 
not a s s o c i a t i v e i f dim. W = 8 . A l s o the only quadratic forms 
admitting composition are those of s i g n a t u r e ( o 9 8 ) or ( 4 , 4 ) 
when dimension ¥ = 8 0 
THEOREM ( 4 . 1 ) : Two composition a l g e b r a s are isomorphic i f 
and only i f t h e i r q u a d r a t i c forms are e q u i v a l e n t . £ 9 3 
The f o l l o w i n g theorems are due to BROWN and GRAY C.1 3> 
THEOREM ( 4 . 2 ) : ( i ) L e t W be a composition a l g e b r a and l e t 
V C W be the orthogonal complement of the i d e n t i t y e. 
Define P:VxV > V by 
P ( a , b) = ab + <a,b> e ( ^ . 7 ) 
Then P i s a two-fold v e c t o r c r o s s product on V. 
( i i ) Conversely i f P i s a two-fold v e c t o r c r o s s product 
on V, l e t W be a v e c t o r space c o n t a i n i n g V as a subspace 
of co-dimension 1 . L e t ¥ = V ® ^ f o r some e& W\V 
and extend < , ^  to W. by r e q u i r i n g ^ e»e"^ = 11 and 
^ e , v ^ = 0 . Define a m u l t i p l i c a t i o n i n W: by ( 4 . 7 ) 
and s e t ex = xe = x f o r xfe¥. F i n a l l y l e t N(x) = 
^ x , x ^ f o r xfcW. Then W i s a composition algebra and 
the dimension of the o r i g i n a l space V i s e i t h e r 3 <r 7 « 
( i i i ) Two two-fold v e c t o r c r o s s products are isomorphic 
i f and only i f t h e i r corresponding composition algebras a r e 
isomorphic. The converse i s a l s o t r u e . 
THEOREM ( 4 . 3 ) : L e t V be a composition algebra with 
b i l i n e a r form < » ^  and l e t 0( ^  o be a f i e l d element. 
Then 
P(a,b,c) = * (-a(bc) + < a , b > 1 c + <b,c >, a - < c , a > 1 b ) ( 4 . 8 ) 
and 
P(a,b,c) = 0C(-(ab) c + < a f b ^ c + < b , c > 1 a - < c , a ' ^ 1 b } ( 4 . 9 ) 
are both t h r e e - f o l d v e c t o r c r o s s products with r e s p e c t to the 
b i l i n e a r form< ,^= 0( ^ » ^ 1 * Also each t h r e e - f o l d v e c t o r 
c r o s s product i s one of these k i n d s . 
I n the case of 8-dimensional spaces the v e c t o r products 
defined by ( 4 . 8 ) and ( 4 . 9 ) a r e not isomorphic. F u r t h e r BROWN 
and GRAY proved that there a r e no other v e c t o r c r o s s products 
besides those d e s c r i b e d i n the previous theorems. 
1 0 . 
To sum up we have the f o l l o w i n g t a b l e when F = R, 
the r e a l numbers. 
n and r 
Number of 
isomorphism 
c l a s s e s 
P o s s i b l e s i g n a t u r e s 
n even, r = 1 n / 2 + 1 n, n — 4 , o > . , — n + k, —n 
r = n - 1 t n / 2 " l + 1 n, n - 4 , . „ „ , n - 2 £nl 
n = 7 , r = 2 2 7 , - 1 
n = 8 , r = 3 6 8 , 0 , - 8 
1 1 . 
CHAPTER 2 . 
Vector Cross Products on Manifolds 
I n t h i s Chapter we d e a l w i t h m u l t i l i n e a r v e c t o r products 
on d i f f e r e n t i a b l e manifolds, g i v i n g a d e t a i l e d account of a 
paper by GRAY£63« We give d e t a i l e d proofs of those r e s u l t s : 
f o r which a proof was not given or j u s t o u t l i n e d . 
1. E x i s t e n c e of vector products on Manifolds. 
The question a r i s e s as to which d i f f e r e n t i a b l e manifolds 
have on each tangent space a v e c t o r product which i s c o n t i -
nuous or d i f f e r e n t i a b l e as a tensor f i e l d on the manifold. 
PROPOSITION ( l . l ) L e t M be a pseudo-Riemannian manifold 
with s i g n a t u r e ( s , t ) . Then M admits a v e c t o r product 
s t r u c t u r e P i f and only i f the s t r u c t u r e group 0 ( s , t ) of 
the frame bundle of M can be reduced to the automorphism 
group of P, The v e c t o r product i s continuous or d i f f e r e n -
t i a b l e j u s t as the r e d u c t i o n i s continuous or d i f f e r e n t i a b l e . 
Proof: F i r s t assume that the group 0 ( s , t ) of the frame 
bundle of M admits a r e d u c t i o n to G j the automorphism 
group of P. Let Q be the reduced sub-bundle, 7T : Q > M 
the n a t u r a l p r o j e c t i o n . 
Then each ufc IT (x) ; x £ M, can be considered as a 
l i n e a r isometry u: E . T (M) , where E . i s 
s 9 t r x s , t 
R ( s + * ) ^ with a non-degenerate symmetric b i l i n e a r form (,) 
of signature ( s , t ) , T X(M) the tangent space to M a t x. 
We denote the i n v e r s e of the above map by u ^. 
Given f... , X r €. T x(M) , we choose u f 77 (x) , and 
define P(X 1,... pX y) as follows: 
p(x 1,...,x r) = a P(u~ 1X 1 . . „ u" 1x r) (1.1) 
where P on the r i g h t hand side of ( l . l ) i s the corresponding 
vector cross product on E . • P , so defined i s independant 
S f t o 
of the choice of u, since i f u, u £ -pf (x) , then there 
exists a£G s.t. u = u a, and 
u P(u" x 1,..o, u~ x r ) = (ua) P I ( u a ) x 1 ,...,(ua) X r 1 
1 =1 -1 -1 _-1 = u a a" P ( u X1 u X f) = u P(u X1 ,...,u X r ) ; (1.2), 
Since P(a § 1 ,... 9a § r ) = a P( %^ ,..., %r) f o r 
a l l a€G , S r € R s + t. 
Next we have, 
< P(X1 ,...,Xr) , X ^ = (p ( u " 1 X 1 u" 1X r), u~ 1 X d^= 0 (1.3) 
1 4 j i r . 
and 
^ P(x^ j . o o »X^) , » ° • • » ^ i>) ^  = ( P ( u x^ i < o | U ' ^ ( u X1 »• • • » 
-1 \ ^ 
U X r ) > 
= det ( r ( u " 1 x i > u~ 1 X ; L) ) = det ( < x ± , X j > ) (1.4) 
Hence P i s a vector cross product on M. 
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Conversely suppose that M has a vector cross product P. 
Let F be the bundle of orthonormal frames on M, and Q_ 
the set of a l l u& P such that 
f o r a l l »«<>«»3jf^ Rn> (n = dim M) , we have 
P( = u" 1 P ( u 4 1 u § r ) (1.5) 
Then Q forms a sub-bundle with structure group Gi 
(the automorphism group of P). 
PROPOSITION (1.2). A vector cross product on a d i f f e r e n -
t i a b l e manifold M gives ri s e to an ori e n t a t i o n on M. 
Proof: Since the automorphism group of a vector cross product 
i s contained i n the special orthogonal group of the associated 
b i l i n e a r form, then by proposition ( l . l ) the bundle of frames 
on M can be reduced to a bundle of oriented frames. This 
i s equivalent to the o r i e n t a b i l i t y of M. 
Thus the existence of an (n-1 ) - f o l d vector cross product 
globally on M i s equivalent to the o r i e n t a b i l i t y of M. 
The existence of a two-fold vector cross, product on a. 7-
dimensional manifold i s equivalent to a reduction of 0(7) 
or 0(4,3) to G2« S i m i l a r l y the existence of a three-fold 
vector cross product on an 8-dimensional manifold is; 
equivalent to a reduction of 0(8) or 0(4,4) to Spin (7) or 
Spin (4,3) p r i n c i p a l bundle. F i n a l l y the existence of a 
one-fold vector cross product i s equivalent to the reduction 
of 0(2p f 2q) to a U(p,q) p r i n c i p a l bundle. We note that 
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on a paracompact almost complex manifold (M,j) we can 
construct a metric with respect to which J Is a one-fold 
vector cross product. For, l e t g be a metric on M, and 
define ^g by 
i (X,Y) = g(X,Y) + g (JX,JY) (1.6) 
f o r a l l X, Y g T(M). 
Then J i s a one-fold vector product with respect to g. 
Another structure that may exist on an 8-dimensional 
manifold i s a cayley m u l t i p l i c a t i o n . 
DEFINITION; Let M be an 8-dimensional pseudo-riemannian 
manifold whose metric< , ">is p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e or has 
signature (4,4). A. Cayley m u l t i p l i c a t i o n on M i s a 
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e (1,2) tensor f i e l d which f o r each XfcM makes 
T x(M) an 8-dimensional composition algebra whose associated 
quadratic form i s that induced by< , 
The i d e n t i t y vector f i e l d E, i s that vector f i e l d which 
at each point xfe M i s the i d e n t i t y of the composition algebra 
at x. F i n a l l y conjugation i s the map 
CT : H ( M ) > H (M) ( H (M) denotes vector fields 
fi-elda defined by on M ) 
QT(X) = r 2<XjE^E , X (1.7) f o r Xf H W 
THEOREM (1.3). Let M be an 8-dimensional pseudo-
riemannian manifold whose metric i s either positive d e f i n i t e 
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or has signature (k,k). Consider the following conditions: 
(A) M has a globally defined vector f i e l d E, with = 1! 
everywhere. 
( B ) M has one-kind of three-fold vector cross product. 
(c) M has both kinds of three-fold vector cross products. 
( D ) M has a cayley m u l t i p l i c a t i o n . 
Then ((A) and ( B ) ) = ^ ((c) and (D) ) , 
( D ) (C) = ^ ( B ) and (D) = ^ ( A ) 
Proof; F i r s t assume ( A ) and ( B ) , and l e t P1 be a 3-fold 
vector cross product on M. Define QT: H (M) > )-( (M) by 
(T (X) = 2<X ?E> — X f o r X« )-( (M) . 
We define Pg by : 
P 2 (X^Y,Z) = CTP1 (<rXj (TY,<rZ) 
that P 2 i s a vector cross product follows from the f a c t that 
<0 ,X,0 ,Y> = < X, f o r a l l X, Y $ M (M) 
2 
and Q- = 1 . Also P1 , Pg are of d i f f e r e n t kind follows 
from equations (4.8) and (4.9) of Chapter 1. 
For A , B € X (M) » w e define 
A . B = — P1 (A,E,B) + <A,E> B + < B,E> A 
— <A,B^E. 
Then the m u l t i p l i c a t i o n e „ i s b i l i n e a r , admits composition 
and A.E = E.A = A f o r a l l At)-( (M) - Thus M has a cay ley-
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n . This proves the f i r s t implication. 
I t i s obvious that (C) =^> ( B ) , and ( D ) = ^ > (c) 
follows from equations (4.8) and (4.9) of Chapter 1. 
To prove that (D) ^ (A) we take E to be the 
i d e n t i t y vector f i e l d of the cayley multiplication,, 
Next we consider induced vector cross products on a 
cert a i n class of submanifolds. 
THEOREM (1.4). Let P be an r - f o l d vector cross product 
on a manifold M with metric tensor< , Let M be an 
oriented submanifold of M such that the r e s t r i c t i o n of 
the metric tensor < , to M and to the normal bundle of 
M are non-degenerate and posit i v e d e f i n i t e respectively. 
I f r > k , where k i s the co-dimension of M i n 55, then 
P induces an ( r - k ) - f o l d vector cross product P on M i n 
a natural way. 
Proof: Define P by the f o l l o w i n g formula: 
P(A.,,..., A.r_k) = P (N.j ,. . . , Nfc , A1 ,. . . „ A r_ k) 
f o r A1 A r_ k € H (M). 
Here ,... , N k are orthonormal vector f i e l d s orthogonal 
to M, defined on an open subset of M and N 1 . .. A N k i s 
compatible with the orientations of M and M. P i s 
independant of the choice of N1,..., N. having the 
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properties mentioned above. For, i f we choose , . . . ,NK , s.t. 
| N ±| 2 - 1 . < N ± , N j > = S i j . then 
N1 A • • • A NK = Ck N1 A . . . A NK 
f o r some re a l valued function 0( , on an open subset of M. Hence 
1 - || N1A ... ANK[|2 = a I|N1A ... AN K)| 2 = * 2 . 
We deduce Ot = - 1 . Since N., A ... AN K i f i of the same 
orie n t a t i o n as N1 A ... A N k then OA = 1 , and we have 
P(N1 ,. . . , NFC , A 1 ,. . . »A r_ k) = P(N1 A • • • A\) A 1 . . . , A. r_ k) 
= P(N1A . . . AN^ A1 , . .. , A r _ k ) = P(N1T...,NK, A 1 , . . . ,A r_ k) 
Moreover, 
< P(A1 A r _ k ^ ' A j ^ = ^ 5 ( N 1 '' ' ° , N k ' A1 ' *' ' A r - k ) ' A j ^ 
= 0 1 £ j * r-k , 
and 
< P(A1 ,. . . ,A r_ k) , P(A1 A r _ k ) > 
= S P(N1 , . • • , NK, A 1 , . . . , A r _ k ) , P(N1 ,...,NK, A 1 , . . . , A r _ k ) > 
= det (<A I F A j > ) , I 4 ±, J ^ r-fc. 
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Hence P i s a vector cross product on M. 
The question arises as to which spheres have vector 
cross products. Since a l l spheres are orientable they have 
( n - l ) - f o l d vector cross products. Also because S i s 
pa r a l l e l i z a b l e i t has a 2-fold vector cross product. Por 
1—fold and 3-fold vector cross products we state the follo w i n g 
theorem. 
THEOREM (1.5) Let S n denote the u n i t sphere i n R n + 1 
and l e t ^  , be the metric tensor on S n induced from the 
usual positive d e f i n i t e one on R n + 1 . IF S n has a 
globally defined r - f o l d vector cross product then R has 
and ( r + l ) - f o l d continuous vector cross product i n the vector 
space sense. 
Proof: Let X m denote the r - f o l d vector cross product on S n 
at m. Define 
P: ( R ) • R as follows: 
For a.j ,. .. , a r + 2 ^  Rn+^" , write 
* r +jL = b + c where b i s the component of 
a r + ^ orthogonal to j^ a^  ,... ,ar"^ . I f b = 0 , set 
P(a.j ,... j a r + j [ ) = 0 . 
I f b ^  o , l e t d = || b Jj ~h> and set 
P(a 1 , . . . tM^.+1) = II b || x d ( ai»"-» a r) 
P, so defined i s li n e a r i n a^  a r but i n general only 
continuous i n a ,. P also s a t i s f i e s the two axioms of 
r+1 
a vector cross product. 
COROLLARY (1.6) The only spheres with almost complex 
2 6 structures are S and S . 
Proof; I f S n has an almost complex structure, then Rn+^ 
has a 2-fold vector cross product. Hence n+1 = 3 or 7> 
that i s , n = 2 or 6. 
Q 
COROLLARY (1.7) S: does not admit a 3-fold vector cross 
product. 
8 9 Proof: I f S had a 3-fold vector cross product, then R 
would have a continuous 4-fold vector cross product, which i s 
impossible. 
20. 
2. Differentiable Vector Cross Products. 
Let M be a pseudo-riemannian manifold and l e t )-( (M) 
denote the l i e algebra of differentiable vector f i e l d s on M. 
We denote by ^ the riemannian connection of M. An r- f o l d 
d i f f erentiable ( i . e . C ) vector cross product P. on M i s a 
tensor f i e l d on M of type (1 , r ) . With each such vector cross 
product P we associate a d i f f e r e n t i a l (r+l)-form defined 
by the following formula: 
(X^ ,. .. »^^+^) ~ ^ P(X.j , • • • »Xr) , ^ * r + i ^ » (2.l) 
for X1 ,X p + 1 €. K (M). 
PROPOSITION (2.1) Let X, X1 ,. . . , X r + 1 €. H (M) , then 
V x ( f ) (X, X r + 1 ) = <^ y x ( P ) (X 1 X r ) , X R + 1^ (2.2) 
Proof: y x(<jp) (X1 X r + 1 ) = 
X < f > ( X 1 X r + 1 > - *2Z <f><X1"-" ^ 7 x X j X r + 1 > 
= x <p(x1 ,... ,x r), x r + ^ - <( P(X1 ,..., v x X j , . . . ,xr) , x r + ^ 
j = l 
- <p(x 1,...,x r), V x x r + 1 ^ . 
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For the f i r s t term on the R.H.S we have 
X<P( X l,...,X r), X r + 1 ^ = < V x P < X 1 X r > ' X r + 1 > 
+ < P ( X 1 X r > ' V x X r + 1 > 
r 
= C ^ x ( p ) (x 1,...,x r), x r + 1"^ +< p(x1,...,Vxxj,...,xr 
x i r+1 
+ x r ) , V x x r + 1 > . 
Hence we conclude that 
VJ?) (x, x r + 1 ) = <<7x(P) ( X l x r ) , x r + 1 ^ . 
A vector cross product P i s said to be p a r a l l e l i f for each 
X C ^ (M) we have ^ ? x p = 0. As to which manifolds admit 
p a r a l l e l vector cross products we have: 
THEOREM (2.2) A pseudo-riemannian manifold M has a 
p a r a l l e l vector cross product P i f and only i f the holonomy 
group at each point me M i s a subgroup of the automorphism 
group of P. 
Proof: The holonomy group H m at m€M i s the group of 
non-singular maps 
: M $> M_ which are p a r a l l e l translations 
ff m m 
along piecewise di f f e r e n t i a b l e closed curves 1 s t a r t i n g at m. 
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The condition that V (P) = 0 for a l l X <£ K and 
x m 
a l l m<£ M i s equivalent to the condition that for each 
m£M, a closed curve s t a r t i n g at m we have 
P(X^ ,. . . ?X r) = P( X1 ,. .. , X^) t X.j ,.. . , X r £ Mm 
Hence i f P i s p a r a l l e l then belongs to the auto-
morphism group of P and conversely. 
I f a reimannian manifold has a p a r a l l e l 2-fold or 3-fold 
vector cross product then the Holonomy group i s contained i n 
G 2 or Spin (7). BONAN,£ 2 l h a s investigated compact 
riemannian manifolds with holonomy groups G,, or Spin (7)« 
He found that i n the former case such manifolds have nonzero 
B e t t i numbers b^ and b^ and i n the l a t t e r case such 
manifolds have non-zero B e t t i number b^. Also i t truns 
out , £2*3, that the R i c c i curvature of a riemannian manifold 
with holonomy group Gg or Spin (7) vanishes. 
Now we look at a class of vector cross products which 
s a t i s f y weaker conditions than that of being p a r a l l e l . 
DEFINITIONS; Let M be a pseudo-riemannian manifold with 
metric < » >, P an r-f o l d vector cross product on M with 
associated metric < , ^ . Let V and % denote the 
riemannian connection and coderivative,respectively, of M 
r e l a t i v e to < f ^ and l e t sp denote the (r+l)-form determined 
by P. 
( i ) P i s nearly p a r a l l e l i f ^  (p) ( X ^ . . . ^ ) = 0 
for a l l X., ,X r£ H (M). 
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( i i ) P i s almost p a r a l l e l i f d >^ = 0 
( i i i ) P i s semi-parallel i f I T = 0 
From now on we denote by ( s , t , r ) , JC ^ ( s , t , r ) , 
,^j^P ( s , t , r ) and ( s , t , r ) the classes of r-fold vector 
cross products on pseudo-rieraannian manifolds with signature 
( s , t ) which are p a r a l l e l , nearly p a r a l l e l , almost p a r a l l e l 
and semi-parallel respectively. 
We have the following inclusion relations between the 
various c l a s s e s . 
THEOREM (2.3): We have the following inclusions: 
( i ) $> s j t f s ^ 9 , 
Proof: The inclusion i s obvious from the 
de f i n i t i o n . On the other hand we have 
n -2 
$<p(X<i X r) = -5L ||E i|| ^ {<p) ( E . ^ ,. . . ,X r) (2.3) 
r+2 
d ? ' X 1 X r + 2 > L ( - 1 ) 1 * 1 V X . < ? ) (X, % X r t 2 ) 
i=1 1 
(2.4) 
(for a torsion free connection) 
2k, 
where X^  ,... , X r + 2 € M (M) , £ E., ,. . . ,E n"^ xs an 
n it 2 + ^ 
>rthogonal frame f i e l d with | E i |j — = 1 and X^ 
means X^ removed, 
I t follows from (2.3) that i f P i s nearly p a r a l l e l 
then£^p.='0 and hence P i s semi-parallel. Also from 
(2.4) i f P i s p a r a l l e l then A<f>= 0 and hence P i s almost 
p a r a l l e l . Further i f P i s nearly p a r a l l e l then 
V x. X ± X r + 2 ) = ( - l ) i - 1 V x ( y ) ( X2"--» XT+2 ) 
\i 1 
and hence i n th i s case 
dap(X 1,...,X r + 2) = (r+2) V x ^ ^ ) ( X2'*-*' Xr +2) 
= VXi(<jp) (x 2,..., X t. + 2) 
I f i n addition P i s almost p a r a l l e l , then 
V X i(y>) (X 2 X r + 2 ) = 0 for a l l 
X ^ ,... » X r + 2 £ )-( (M) » and hence P i s p a r a l l e l . 
I n the case of 1-fold vector cross products, that i s the cl a s s 
of a l l almost complex structures wi th < JX, JY y = < X,Y y for 
X,Y€ H ( M) f there are two additional definitions which do 
not generalize to general vector cross products. 
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DEFINITIONS 
( i ) J i s hermitian i f S = 0, where S i s the torsion 
tensor of J ; a (l»2) tensor f i e l d given by the following 
formula: 
S(X,Y) = [JX,JY] - [X,Y"1 - J[JX,Y] -J ^ X,JY] , 
for X,Y C H (M). 
( i i ) J i s quasi-kahler i f y x(j)(Y) + ^ 7 J X(j)(JY) = 0, 
for X, Y £ X (M). 
Also for almost complex structures the term kahler i s used 
instead of p a r a l l e l . 
Let «4» denote the class of almost complex structuresAwith 
< JX,JY > = < X,Y > for X,Y«. H (M) . 
For th i s class we have the following inclusion r e l a t i o n s : 
THEOREM (2.4) 
(±±)A>*. s- a x g. 
( i i i ) *fc C. "H (hermitian); 
(±v) # « nH3C = AX ^ Jf^c, 
(v) fC (0-V2) = A*H(0,2); 
( v i ) I f s,t are even and s+t = 4 , then 
*C(».t) = J\Tf< ( s , t ) and - 4 # ( a f t ) = 5tf(». 
We prove the following proposition f i r s t : 
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PROPOSITION (2.5): Let X, X,,..., X * H (M)« Then 
< V x ( p ) (x1 ,...,xr) , p(x1 ,...,xr) > = o 
Proof: We have < P(X 1,...,X r), P(X 1,...,X r) > 
- < X 1 A... A X r , X l A... AX r > for a l l X1 f. . . ,Xr * M (M) 
Hence 
x ^  P(X^  ,...»xr), P(X^  ,o..»X y) ^ 
r 
= x^x l A...^x r , X^ A...^X r^ = 2 ^ X.j A. . . A V x X j A . • j^Cr » 
j = l 
i . e . < ^ X ( P ) ( xi»"-» x r) » P(X 1,...,X r) "7 
r 
+ ^ _ ^ P (X^ ; . • • > ^ j » « • • »X^) f P (X^ » • • • fX^) ^ 
j = l 
r 
= ^~ ^ X^ A. . . X j A . . 'AXJ, , X^A . . . AX r ^  , 
and since < P(X 1 ,. . . , »• • • »Xp) , P(X 1 ,. . . ,X r) > 
= ^X^ A... A X j A . . . AX r , X.j A . . . AXJ,^ r 
we have 
< V X ( P ) (X 1 ,X r) , P(X 1 ,Xr) > = 0. 
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Proof of theorem (2.4) 
For an almost complex structure J - with JX,JY^ = 
< X j } Y > , f o r X,Y« X (M) - V x ( F ) (JY.Z) = V X ( F ) (Y,JZ) ,(2.5) 
and hence V X ( F ) (JY,JZ) = - ^ ( F ) (Y,Z) (2.6) 
Hence using (2.5) and (2.6) we get 
dF(X,Y,Z) + dF(JX,JY,Z) + dF(JX,Y,JZ) + dF(JY,X,JZ) 
= 2 ( V X ( F ) (Y,Z) + ^ ( F ) (JY,Z) ) (2.7) 
Here F i s the kahler 2-form defined by F(X,Y) = <JX,Y^. 
Also we have, 
V X(J) (JY) = - JV X(J) (Y) , 
for a l l X, Y € H ( M ) • Hence i f J i s nearly kahler then 
V ^ J ) (JY) = - S7X(J) (Y) (2.8) 
Hence ( i ) follows from (2.8) and the fact that l o c a l l y we can 
choose a frame f i e l d of the form ^X^ ,JX^ , Xg»« • • » x m » J x m ^ • 
( i i ) follows from (2.7). 
To prove ( i i i ) and(iv) we make use of the formula: ( 
k ^ X ( J ) ( Y ) ' Z > = 6 dF(X,JY,JZ) 
- 6 dF(X,Y,Z) +< S(Y,Z),JX^, (2.9) 
and the fact that i f J €. §L "$C t n e n 
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dP(jX , Y , Z ) = dF (X,JY,Z) = dF(X ,Y , JZ) (2.10) 
To prove ( v ) , l e t ^ X ^ J X ^ b e a l o c a l frame f i e l d . From (2.5) 
we see t h a t V X ( F ) (X ? JX) = 0 = ^ J X ( F ) (X,JX) , 
and hence J i s h a k l e r i a n . 
To prove ( v i ) we note t h a t i f J € §, *j< ; { x , J X , Y , J Y ^ a 
l o c a l frame f i e l d , then 
dF (X , JX,Y) = dF (X,JX,JY) = dF (X,Y,JY) = dF (Y,JY,JX) = 0. 
Hence dF = 0 • i . e . A X ( s , t ) = ft % ( s , t ) . 
F u r t h e r , u s i n g p r o p o s i t i o n (2.5) we get 
$ F ( X ) s - ^ y ( F ) (Y ,X) - VJY(P) ( JY,X) , 
and s i m i l a r l y f o r JX, Y, JY. Hence i f J 1 3 "3C then 1 €. 9/3C 
Therefore 5 X ( s , t ) = « ^ K ( s , t ) = (s 9 t ) . This 
f a c t , t o g e t h e r w i t h ( i ) and ( i v ) , i m p l i e s t h a t 3C (s»t) = 
Jf K ( s , t ) . 
Next we i n v e s t i g a t e v e c t o r cross products induced on 
submanifoIds• 
Let M be a submanifold o f a pseudo-riemannian manifold 
M such t h a t the induced m e t r i c on M i s non-degenerate. Let 
$T(M) = | X | M : X « H (M) j ; then we may w r i t e 
— 1 1 
H (M) = X (M) © H (M) , where H (M) i s the set o f 
vect o r f i e l d s orthogonal to M. 
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The c o n f i g u r a t i o n tensor T: )-( (M) X )-( (M) j> )-( (M) 
i s d efined by 
T XY =VXY -^ XY , f o r X,Y € M (M) . 
— x 
and T XZ = TT V X Z , f o r X|M (M) , Z « H (M) 
Here ^7 &n<i V denote the riemannian connections of M and 
M / respectively*and TT i s the p r o j e c t i o n 
7T : H (M) H (M) . Then, ([lo}); 
T xY = T yX , f o r X,Y € H (M) 
< TxZ,Y > = - < Z , T Y > . f o r X,Y £ H (M) , Z * H (M)"^ 
and < T Z , Y > = < T Z ,X > , f or X,Yfe>< (M) , Z * H (M) . 
PROPOSITION (2.6) Let M , M be psudo-riemannian manifolds 
dim M — d i m M = k. Suppose M and M s a t i s f y the hypotheses 
of theorem ( l . 4 ) . Let the vec t o r product P on M be 
r - f o l d ( r > k ) so t h a t the ve c t o r product P on M i s 
( r - k ) - f o l d , 1hen,for X, X1 ,. .. , X , € . ) - ( (M) we have: 
V X ( P ) (X 1 ,...,Xr_k) = 7 7 V X ( P ) Nk;X1t...,X x 
r-k ' 
k 
+ H TTP T xNj,..., N k ; X.,,..., X r_ k) (2.11) 
J = l 
Where { Ni»»«»»N k^ i s an orthonormal frame f i e l d of the normal 
bundle to M defined on an open subset of M. 
30. 
Hence i f P i s p a r a l l e l and M i s t o t a l l y geodesic i n 
M, then P i s parallel» 
Proof: We have V x ( P ) (X., , . . . , X R = K ) = V XP(X. , , . . . , X R _ K ) 
r - k 
— ^ P(X.J , • • • , ^7x^J»• • • »xr_jc) 
j = i 
= / I V X P(N 1 ,. . . ,Nk ; X1 ,.. . , X r _ k j 
- P(^j ,. . . ,Nk . X^  ,. . • t V x X j ,. . • »-^ r_jcJ 
j = l 
Taking the f i r s t term on the R.H.S., we w r i t e 
TlVxP(N, N k ' X 1 X r - k ) = TT V x(P)(N 1.....N k fX 1 l... fX r_ 
__k _ 
^ T ,. . . , V xNj , • • • »N k ; X1 ,. . . tX^^) 
j = l 
r - k 
+ Y Z ^ 5 ^N1 » " , , N k 5 X1 ^ x X i " ' * ' X r - k ^ 
i = l 
Hence we get 
V x ( p ) (x1 ,... ,x r_ k) = IT V x ( P ) Nk,x1 x r _ k ) 
1 
k 
+ Y i «" P (N 1 ,. . . ,T xN d ,...,Nk,X1 ,X r_ k) 
where i n the l a s t term , . i s replaced by J! y N. since 
the normal component of V x N j i s a l i n e a r combination of 
31 . 
N I ? S (±AJ ) . 
We also note t h a t i f P i s near l y p a r a l l e l and M t o t a l l y 
u m b i l i c i n M then P i s ne a r l y p a r a l l e l . 
THEOREM (2.7) Let M and M be riemannian manifolds ( w i t h 
dim M-dim M = 1) which s a t i s f y the hypotheses of Theorem ( l „ 4 ) . 
Assume P€ ^ (0,8,3). I f P « ,A5 * ( 0 , 7 , 2 ) , then P i s 
p a r a l l e l and M i s t o t a l l y geodesic i n M . 
Proof; We prove t h a t T vanishes a t each p o i n t m«M. For 
th a t purpose choose vector f i e l d s X^ , X 2 such t h a t a t m 
T N = K.Xi , i = l , 2 . Let Z £ H (M) , then a t m we have 
X-j_ x fit 
0 = d ^ ( x 1 ,x2, p(x 1 ,x2) , z ) = V x ( f ) ( x 2, P(X1 ,x 2), z ) 
V X 2 ( f ) ( x 1 f P ( X I , X 2 ) , z) + V (x 1 fx 2, z) 
- V z( f){ x F X 2 , P ( X I , X 2 ) ) . 
Hence usi n g (2.1l) we get 
0 = d y>(x1 ,x2, P(X 1 ,x2) , z ) = < P ( T X I N , X 2 , P ( X 1 ,x 2)), z > 
= < P ( T x 2 N , X 1 , P(X 1 , X 2 ) ) , Z > + < P ( T p ( x x jN, X 1 , X 2 ) ,Z > 
- < P ( T Z N , X 1 , X 2 ) , P(X 1 , X 2 ) > • 
For the l a s t term we have, 
< P (X 1 , X 2 , T Z N ) , P (X 1 , X 2 , N ) > 
32, 
det 
I * ! 
0 11x0 
<T^N,X 1> < T ^ , X 2 > 0 
Hence we conclude t h a t 
0 = < P ( X 1 , X 2,Z) , K 2 P ( X 1 , X 2 ) > 
+ < P ( X 1 > X ^ Z ) , T P ( X L , X 2 ) N > + < * ( X1' X2> Z)» V < V X 2 > 
or e q u i v a l e n t l y f 
< P (X,,X2,Z) , ( K 1 + K 2 ) P ( X 1 , X 2 ) + T P ( X 1 T X 2 ) N > = 0 
Since Z i s a r b i t r a r y and 
< T P ( X 1 , X 2 ) N • X1 > - < T P ( X 1 P X 2 ) N • X 2 > = 0 • W e 
conclude t h a t T p ( x ,X ) N = K4 p ( x i » X 2 ^ ' a t m* 
Next we choose X^ £ H ( M ) i orthogonal t o X 1 , X^ 9 
P(X 1 , X 2 ) „such t h a t T N = KjXy&tw. Using the same method 
as above, we can see t h a t , 
T N 
P(X 1 ,x3) 
K 5 P ( X 1 , X 3 ) , and 
T P ( X 2 , X 3 ) N = K6 P< X2* X3> a t m-
3 3 -
Further using ( 2 . 1 l ) we get 
0 = d ^ ( X 1 ,X2,X3,Z) = (K 1 +K 2+K 3) <P(X 1,X 2,X 3) , Z > 
+ < T ^ v N v v \ • Z * » f o r a l l Z <£ H (M) 
Hence a t m , T p ( X ^ , X 2 , X 3 ) = K 7 P ( V X 2 ' X 3 > > 
where 1 ^ = - ( K ^ Kg + K 3) . 
Set X^ = P ( X 1 t X 2 ) , X 5 = P(X 1 ,X 3) , X 6 = P (X 2,X 3) 
and X 7 = P (X 1,X 2,X 3) . Then 
^ x^ ,x 2 ,x 3 ,X^  »X,» ,X^  
i s a basis f o r the vec t o r f i e l d s i n a n b d of m such 
t h a t T N = K. X. , i = l , . . . , 7 , a t m. x i 1 1 
Also d^f) (X ±,Xj ,X&,Z) = 0 im p l i e s 
T N = - (K. + K + K . ) P (X ,X ,3L ) ( 2 . 1 2 ) P(X ±,X j,X k) . 1 i J Tc 
Fur t h e r making Mm i n t o a composition algebra w i t h i d e n t i t y 
N(m) , we may w r i t e P (X ±, X j , X f c) = X i.(X j.X k) ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
P ( X ± , X . ) = X ±. X . ( 2 . 1 4 ) 
and X i.(X J.X k) = - Xj (X ±.X k) ( 2 . 1 5 ) 
then ( 2 . 1 3 ) , ( 2 . 1 4 ) and ( 2 . 1 5 ) give the f o l l o w i n g system: 
34. 
P (X., X . , X k) = - P ( X ^ X 2, X 3) = » X ? , ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
f o r each j i , j , k | one o f the f o l l o w i n g combinations: 
{1 , 2 , 3 } ; { 1 , 4, 5 ] ; [1 , 4, 6 ^ ; { 3 , 5, 6 ^ 
p ( x i t x j 9 x k ) = ± x 6 ( 2 . 1 7 ) 
f o r each { i , j , one of the f o l l o w i n g combinations: 
{1 , 2 , 5 } ; {1 , 3, 4 ] . 
and P ( X 2 , X 3, X 4) = X 5 ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
Using ( 2 . 1 2 ) , ( 2 . 1 6 ) , ( 2 . 1 7 ) and ( 2 . 1 8 ) we get the 
f o l l o w i n g system of equations: 
K1 + K 2 + K 3 + K ? = 0 
+ K 2 + K 5 + K 6 = 0 
K., + K 3 + K h + K 6 = 0 ( 2 . 1 9 ) 
K1 + K 4 + K 5 + K ? = 0 
K 2 + K 3 + K 4 + K 5 = 0 
K 2 + H + K 6 + K 7 = ° 
K 3 + K 5 + K 6 + 1 ^ = 0 
^he unique s o l u t i o n to t h i s system i s K^=...=K^ = 0 . 
Hence T vanishes a t m. Since m i s a r b i t r a r y , M i s 
t o t a l l y geodesic i n M. Prom ( 2 . 1 l ) i t f o l l o w s t h a t P i s 
also p a r a l l e l . 
35. 
Let § and % denote the coder i v a t i v e s of M and M 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ; also k x ( ^ * H (*0 } the c o n t r a c t i o n operator. 
I f § i s a p-fonn then k ( & ) (X 1 , „. <> ,X , ) n © (X,X1 , -. <, 9X - ) 
f o r v ector f i e l d s X;X1,... ,X ^ 
THEOREM ( 2 . 8 ) Let M, M be pseudo-riemannian manifolds, 
w i t h dim M - dim M = 1 , which s a t i s f y the hypotheses of theorem 
( 1 . 4 ) . Then we have $<fi = - ^ ) , where N i s the 
u n i t normal of M i n M. Hence i f P «£ 3 ? (s , t , r ) , then 
P t ( s , t - l , r - l ) . 
Proof; At an a r b i t r a r y p o i n t m ft M , we choose an orthogonal 
frame IE.. ,. .. ,E V such t h a t T_ N = k.E. j=l».••,n. ( 1 n ) Ej J. j 
At m we have 
J L - 2 
S"f(X 1 ,...,Xr_1) M - ||E.|l V E (f) (B i,X l f...,X r_ 1) 
i = l 1 
( 2 . 2 0 ) 
Using ( 2 . 1 1 ) ; ( 2 . 2 0 ) b e c o m e s : 
^ ( v — . x ^ ) a " H i i E i n"< V E ( p ) ( N f E . , x 1 . . . , x r _ 2 ) , xp_±y 
i = l 1 
X J E i l| ^ * { V e E i ' V " ' X r - 2 > ' X r - 1 > ( 2 . 2 1 ) 
i = l 
n - 2 - X J E ± 11 < V E i ( N ' E i ' X 1 ' - ' " X r - 1 > ' X r - 1 > -
i = l 
where the l a s t e q u a l i t y i s due to the choice of the frame 
3 6 . 
On the other hand at m, we have 
S»N ( f f ) ^ ,. . . » x r_i) « S { f ) (N,X 1 .....X^) 
JL -2 
= " L . tl E iU V E i <f> ( E . , N , X L , . . . , X ^ ) 
i = l 
- V N (f ) (N , N , X 1 X R _ 1 ) 
n _ 2 
^ 2 _ l \ E ± W < V E ± <*> ( N ' E i ' X i X r-2>> X r - 1 > < 2 - 2 2 > 
i = l 
comparing ( 2 . 2 l ) and (2.22) we conclude t h a t 
f^>(X 1 X R _ X ) = - tN (f ^) (X 1 , o . . 9 X R _ 1 ) ; a t m . 
Since m i s a r b i t r a r y we have 
Sf = - t N (Ff ). 
The above proof i s d i f f e r e n t from t h a t of GRAY*s i n which 
he t r e a t e d the cases dim M = 7 and dim M = 8 separately. 
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S p e c i a l i z i n g the above r e s u l t s to the case where M = R 
8 — 
or R and P i s the p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t e of an ord i n a r y 2- or 
3 - f o l d v e ctor cross product we get; 
THEOREM (2. 9 ) : Let M be an o r i e n t a b l e hypersurface o f 
M = R or R w i t h u n i t normal N s a t i s f y i n g || N \ = 1 , 
3 7 . 
and l e t P denote the v e c t o r cross product on M determined 
by an o r d i n a r y vector cross product P on M. Then 
( i ) P i s s e m i - p a r a l l e l . 
( i i ) I f P i s almost p a r a l l e l and M i s a 7-dimensional 
g 
submanifold of R w i t h p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e m e t r i c , then M 
i s an open submanifold of a hyperplane and P i s p a r a l l e l . 
Proof; ( i ) f o l l o w s from theorem ( 2 . 8 ) and the f a c t t h a t P 
i s p a r a l l e l . Also ( i i ) f o l l o w s from theorem ( 2 . 7 ) * 
3 . Relations between Curvature and Vector Cross Products. 
As before l e t M be a pseudo-riemannian manifold w i t h metric 
tensor < , ^  ; P an^f r - f o l d v ector cross product on M whose 
associated b i l i n e a r form i s ^  , ^ . We also denote by %p the 
(tr + l ) d i f f e r e n t i a l form determined by P and< , ^ . We 
f i r s t d e f i n e the f o l l o w i n g operations. Let Q be a p-form 
on M. Then f o r XFY,X.,,...f X £ )-( (M) , we d e f i n e : 
(X y X.j , . . . , Xp) = ^^Xp' ( ^ ) ^ 1 , O . . , X p ) 
P 
= x 0(x^ ,... »Xp) — ^  $ ( x . j , . . . , V X Xj ,. . • , Xp) ( 3 o l ) 
V 2 Q (X;Y;X 1 ,...,Xp) = V X ( V $ ) (Y; X1 ,. . . , X p) , 
from which we e a s i l y see t h a t 
3 8 . 
^ © ( X ; Y ; ) = ( V X V Y > <©> " V „ ( $ ) ' ( 3 . 2 ) 
Y^_y ( v ) (X^»... PX^) = *^  ^ (X^»...j R^yX^, . . . ,Xp) , ( 3 . 3 ) 
i = l 
or a l t e r n a t i v e l y , R x y ( 9 ) = -^9 ( X 5 Y 0 + (Y;X; ) . 
/ * JL n i + 1 - 2 A 
& ( X 1 X P } = L 11 H Ek« R X i E i e ) ( E k ' X 1 ' - - - ^ - X P 
i = l k = l 
n _ 2 
" L , II E k || ^ 0 ( E k ; E k; X l X p) , ( 3 . 4 ) 
k = l 
where ,. . . »En"^ i s an orthogonal frame f i e l d on and* open 
subset of M. Here * rf^Q a r e * n e ^^ra^ a n <* second 
covariant d e r i v a t i v e s of 0 , R^ = ^^7^ YJ " [ Y X ' ^ Y " ! * A N D 
A = d S + s-d i s the Laplacian. 
PROPOSITION ( 3 . 1 ) : Let X, Y, X , , . • . tZJt K ( M ) ; t h© n 
(X; Y; Z.j 9 o o o 9 P ( Z ^ 9 . . . p Z r ) ) 
= - < V x ( P ) (z;1 z r) , V Y (P) (z1 ,...,zr) > . ( 3 . 5 ) 
Proof: By ( 3 . 2 ) we have 
39. 
y 2 ^ ) (X ; Y; Z 1 , . . . , Z R , P(Z 1 , . . . , Z R ) ) 
( V X V Y ) ( y ) ( z1 ,...zr,P(z1 z r ) ) 
- ^^^.^ ^ ) ( Z 1 ' * * * ' Z r ' **^Z1 »* * * ' Z r ^ 1 * 
The term ^ ^  Z 1 Z r 9 P ^ Z 1 ' * ° * , Z r ^ ) vanishes 
since ^ V X ( P ) ( Z 1 , . . . , Z R ) , P(z 1 , . . . , Z R ) ^ « 0 
f o r a l l Xj Z 1 , . . . 9 Z R & )-( (M) . For the f i r s t term we have 
( V X 7 Y ) ( f) (z 1,...,z r, p(z1 z r) ) 
= X V y( <p) (z1 ,...,zr, p(z1 ,...,z r)) 
- |2 ^ y ( ^ ) (Z 1 V X Z R . . . Z R , P ( z I F . . . Z R ) ) 
- V Y( f ) (z1 z r, V x P(Z 1 z r) ) 
= x < V Y(p) (z 1,...,z r), P(Z 1 z r) > 
r 
- ^ ^ ^y(p) (z^ 9..., V xzj»• • • »zr) , P(Z^ ,... »zr) ^  
- < V Y ( P ) (z l t...,z r) , V X P ( Z 1 ,...,zr) > • 
- < V Y ( P ) ( Z 1 F . . . , Z R ) , ^ ( P ) ( Z 1 , . . . , Z R ) > 
r 
- ^ ^y(p) (Z^ »• • • »zr) p P(Z^ , o.. v ^j^zj f • • • »zr) ^ 
r 
oreover ; ^ (?) (Z^ 9 • . . »Z r) 9 P (Z.| 9 . • o , 3^J|Z j |..oZ r) ^ 
J = l 
= - ^ < ^ Y ( p ) (z1 , ^ 7 xz J,...,z r), P(Z 1 ,...,zr) s> , 
which f o l l o w s from ^ (P) (Z 1 , . . . . , Z P ) , P ( Z 1 > . . . , Z R ) ^ «= 0 . 
Hence we conclude the r e s u l t . 
I f denotes the curvature operator o f < 9 yf then 
the R i c c i tensor K i s defined by 
n -2 
K(X,Y) = £ || E. || < R ^ Y , E. > , 
i = l 
f o r X, Y £ H ( M ) and |E1,...,En^ i s any orthogonal 
frame f i e l d on an open subset of M. Next we define an ( r + l ) -
f o l d d i f f e r e n t i a l form If . 
41 . 
DEFINITION: The Chem form ^ of a vect o r cross product P 
i s defined as f o l l o w s : 
(r+ 1 ) % (X 1 X r + 1 ) 
^ * / \**+i+j - ..-2 . * 
" / I " 1 ' B E k|| < ^ i X ^ k ' P ^ E k * X 1 »°' * » Xi'° 0 0 ' 
k = l i < j X r+1 
f o r X1 ,... , X r + 1 t )-( (M) and any orthogonal frame f i e l d 
I E 1 ,...,En1 . I f r = l , i . e . P i s an almost complex 
s t r u c t u r e J 9 then 
2*(X,Y) = £ || E k ||- 2< R x A , J E k > . 
k = l 
Moreover,if J i s k a h l e r i a n ( i . e . p a r a l l e l ) then 
t (X,Y) = K(JX,Y) and d t • 0. 
PROPOSITION ( 3 . 2 ) Let X., ,... ,X r + 1 £ H (M), and l e t 
{£if***»sn) D e a n orthogonal frame f i e l d on an open subset 
of M. Then 
A<P(X1 X r + 1 ) = ~ H E k H V f (E k;E k;X 1,...,X r + l) 
k = l 
r+1 i + r A 
- ^ ( - 1 ) K (X ±,P(X 1 X i,...,X r + 1)> ( 3 . 6 ) 
i = l 
- (r+ 1 ) % (X 1,...,X r + 1) 
42. 
Proof; By (3.4) we have: 
(x, a ~ 11 I! Ek II 2 V % ( E k / k i X 1 - -
k=l 
r + 1 n i+1 -2 A 
+ !T H II EkH * X 4 B < f > ( E k ' X 1 X i " " 
i=l k=l 
For the second term of (3*7) we have, 
r+ 1 
i=> ^.E ^ ^  (E f c,X 1 ,. . . ,X±,. . . ,X r + 1) 
i = l 1 k 
r + 1 A 
= ~ ^ ^ i E ^ k * X1 ,...,Xi... ,X r + 1) 
i = l 
^ <p (E k,X 1 ,. . . , H ^ ^ X j ,. . . ,X± ,. . . ,X r + 1) 
_ n <p (E k,X 1 .. ,Xi,. . . » R X i E k x i » « • • ' X r + i ) 
r + 1 
L r (-1) ^)(X 1 ,...,X i,...,X r + 1,R X i E kE k) 
i=l 
L ( - 1 ) P Jy(E k,X 1,...,X ,...,X.,...,Xr+1, X j 
+
 J < j L V( Ek' X1 Xj'-*-' Xi' 0°°' Xr+l' RXjE k 
43. 
Hence using the formula; 
R-r E k = R„ _ X i - R Y _ X J , the above equation * j X i * j B k x i E k 
reduces to: 
r + 1 
^ — A, 
2— ^XjE^. ^  W ( E k , X 1 *' '0 , X i ' ° *' »Xr+l' 
i = l k 
r + 1 A 
* + L - ( " 1 ) r < P ( X ^ . . . ^ X r + 1 ) , R ^ J * > 
i = l 1 
L r + j A A E N 
( — l ) ^ P(Ej c >X^ ,. . . ,Xj , o . . ,X^, ... ,X r +^) 9 Rjj. k ^ 
n r + 1 i + 1 -2 A 
Hence £ Z Z ( - l ) | E k |) (fM^.X, X.,...X r + 1) 
k = l i = l i k 
r+ 1 r + i A v 
= K ( X i 9 P(X^ ,... tX^,...» x r +i)y 
i = l 
- ( r + l ) ^ ( X 1 , . . . , X r + 1 ) . Hence we conclude the 
r e s u l t . 
THEOREM (3.3) Let X 1,...,X r€ H (M) and { E 1 ,. .. .E^J be 
an orthogonal frame f i e l d on an open subset of M. Then 
^ <jp (X^ 9 c . . ,Xr 9 P(X^ 9 . . . ,Xr) ^  
- E II E k ||" | | V e (P) (X, X r) || (3.8) 
- ( r + l ) % ( X 1 . . 9 X r , P(X 1,...,X r)) + K(P(X1 Xr)„ P(X 1 9... r 
r r 
Proof: Theorem (3.3) follows from proposition (3.2) , and the 
fac t that 
r 
r — i + r / A \ 
/ (~l ) ^ _X^*^" ' 1 ' * *" »• * * »Xr» p ( x - j »• • • » x r)) ^ 
i = l 
i + r + 1 * E k 
( — l ) ^ P(X-j 5 0 0 0 »Xj, ) 9 P(X^ , 0 0 0 »X^ 9 0 0 0 »Xr 9 ^ Ej^Xj^ ) 
i = l 
J - K, p ( x i »0 • • » x r) » p ( x - j » • • • t R B k X i k »• • 0 ' X r ) ^ 9 
i = l 1 
where R E P L A C E S X ± I N R^xJ* • • •-Xp) , 
P* v&£d, < P ( X l X r ) , P(X l f... P ® k P...Xr) > 
i = l ^ 1 
2_= 2» ^(X. ,X.) ^  X 1 A,* * *A X-i A • • "AX— » X 1 A 0 * * A X -j A • • • AX-p 
i = l j = l J 
which follows from the formula 
I P x r) ||2 = j|x l A... Ax r | 2 . 
45. 
¥hen a vector cross product P on a manifold M i s 
p a r a l l e l we have ^xSP = ° f o r X S ^ ( M ) > a n d n©nce 
R x Y ( ^ ) = 0 (x» Y 4 H (M)) . This places certain 
r e s t r i c t i o n s on the curvature operator. For example i n (3»8) 
i f P i s p a r a l l e l then <^<p= 0 , and hence 
( r + l ) # (x i ,...,Xr, P(X1 ,...,X r)) - K(P(X1 ,Xr) P(X1 X r)) 
r r i + j ^  A, A 
= X-.^  Z=. ^ X-|A # * °/vXiA' ' * A X r »X-|A ' * ' A X j A * * *'VXr / K ( X i » X j ) 
(3.9) 
Conversely we have the follo w i n g r e s u l t f o r the class <Ai '"S 
PROPOSITION (3.4). Assume P<L A ? n " ^ ^ and < , > i s 
positiv e d e f i n i t e . I f the curvature operator has the 
same properties that would be s a t i s f i e d i f P were p a r a l l e l , 
then P i s i n f a c t p a r a l l e l . 
Proof: I f P £ then <^<p = (d$+S"d)^) = 0 
Also by hypothesis, (3.9) i s v a l i d . Hence su b s t i t u t i n g i n 
(3.8) we get 
JL 2 
k=l 
where ^ 1 »" ' ' »®n^ *"s a n o r ' t n o r i o r i n a l frame f i e l d on an 
open subset of M. Since < , "y i s positive d e f i n i t e we 
deduce that P i s p a r a l l e l . 
46. 
As an application of Proposition (3-4) we deduce a result 
of Tachibana £.13J . The curvature operator of complex 
projective space (with usual metric and almost complex 
structure) i s given by the formula 
< R^ ? Z > = K(< W,Y > < X,Z> - <W,Z>< X,Y > 
+ <J¥,Y > < JX,Z > - <JW,Z > < JX,Y > 
+ 2 <J¥,X> < JY,Z > ) . (3.10) 
Let M be a riemannian almost complex manifold whose 
curvature i s given by (3„10). Proposition (3.4) shows that 
i f the almost complex structure J of M i s almost kahlerian 
then i t i s kahlerian. This i s because i f J i s almost 
kahlerian than i t i s semi-kahlerian and (3.10) implies that 
(3o9) i s v a l i d and hence using (3.8) the r e s u l t follows. 
Further,for the case of positive d e f i n i t e metric we have 
two theorems. 
THEOREM (3.5). Suppose P i s a vector cross produce on a 
A <o,7,2) 0 ^ 9 (o,7,2) or A <P (0,8,3) 0 S P (0,8,3) 
and M i s conformally f l a t . Denote by K and R the R i c c i 
and R i c c i scalar curvature of M. 
( i ) I f K i s positive semidefinite on M then i t i s 
i d e n t i c a l l y zero and P i s p a r a l l e l . 
riemannian manifold M, P AX(o,n) (n \ 4) i s i n 
k7. 
( i i ) I f R2>o on M, then R vanishes i d e n t i c a l l y on M 
and P i s p a r a l l e l . 
Proof: Suppose M i s conformally f l a t 0 ~ t h e n f o r 
¥, X, Y, Z € H (M) , 
< R^  Y, Z > = 7 i J t - ( <W,Y > < X FZ > •- < W , Z > < X,Y> 
W A (n-l)(n-2) x 
+ ( K ( W , Y ) < X , Z > - K(W,Z) < X,Y> n—2 x 
+ K ( X , Z ) < W , Y > - K ( X , Y ) < W , Z > ) (3.11) 
Here R i s the R i c c i scalar curvature, K the Ricc i 
curvature. (Ricci tensor); 
_n -2 
( R = ^ |j || K(E i,E i) , f o r an orthogonal frame 
i = l 
/E^  ,. . . fE n} . ) 
Using (3.11) and f o r , . . . ,X €. )-( (M) mutually orthogonal 
we get, 
( r + l ) ^ ( X 1 , . . . , X r , P ( x i , . . o , X R ) ) * " ^ ^ ^ 2 ) ||xI/V...AXR|| 
2 r _£ ,| A y2 
i = l 
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2 Hence i f we choose E i ' s so that J| E ± |) a 1 , (3.8) reduces t 
A(f ( x i ,Xr, P(X 1 ,...,X r)) = 21 | I ^ E k ( P ) ( X 1 "" ' X r > 
k=l 
* ( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) X 1 A " - A x r l | 2 + K ( P ( X 1 • • • • » x r) . P ( X ! • • • • » X r) ) 
r 
+ (1 - | z f > T . K ( X i , X ± ) | X 1 A... AX. A X r|| 2 (3.12) 
i = l 
According to the hypothesis the L.H.S. of (3»12( va n i s h e s and 
each term on the R.H.S. ^ 0. Hence each of these terms 
vanishes and ( i ) followso 
From (3*12) we a l s o o b t a i n 
n 
( E . ,.. . ,E . , P ( E . ,...,E J ) ) 
J 1 ~ 1 = 2 1 
k 
Zl || 7 ( P ) ( E . ,...,E ) (' . . B k J 1 J r »J1 ••••»Jr-1 
+ R n r " 2 ( r + l ) n 3 - (r 2+3r+2) n 2 + (2r 2+5£-l) n - 2 ( r - l ) 
( n - l ) ( n - 2 ) I * 
( i i ) f o l l o w s from t h i s equation. 
THEOREM (3.6): Suppose P i s a v e c t o r c r o s s product on a 
riemannian manifold, and assume P i s i n *A J6 (o,n) (n£ 4 ) , 
A 9 (o,7,2) n S P (o,7,2) or A $ (0,8,3) (0,8,3). 
I f M i s a hypersurface of a f l a t riemannian manifold M , 
then M cannot have p o s i t i v e R i c c i s c a l a r c u r v a t u r e . 
k9. 
on Proof: Let ,...>En^ be an orthonormal frame f i e l d 
an open subset of M such that at a point tR, T E . N = ^ i B i » 
i = l , . . . , n. Then by the Ganss equation we have 
< ^ E / k ' E l * = K ^ j ( ^ i k ^ j * " ^ i i ^ j k ^ » 
and hence 
n ^- r + i + j A 
( r + l ) (E ,...,E J = Z- £~ (-1) < E k,p( E 
i r+x k = 1 ± < j ^ i E j k 1 
E j ' * * * ' E r + l ) ^ 
E. 
Since ~
k = X. X. E. - X. X. S..E. , then ^ i E j x J °x k j x J. j k x 
r + i + j ^ 
X. < Rg ^ k , P(E k E±,...,E ,...E r + 1) > 
i < j k = l " i " j 
^- \ Xt < B p ( E , . . . ,E ) ^ 
i J r + l ' x 1 ' r ' 
+ 7 X X < E r + 1 , P(E 1 E r) > 
i < j 1 j 
Hence ( r + l ) (E 1 ,. . . ,E r + 1) «*• ( T. \ V ) (B., ,. . . ,B r + 1) , 
50. 
and therefore f o r each X1 , •> . . ,X R + 1 )-( (M) t we have at 
(r+l) ^  (X1 X R + 1) = ( 1L \ V,) <P (XQ X R + 1 ) . 
S u b s t i t u t i o n f o r % i n (3»8) gives: 
^ f (E 1,...,E r, P(E 1 f...,E r) 
xi 2 
k = l 
+ K ^P(E1 ,. . . ,Er) , P(E1 E r) ) 
r 
+ H K (E ,E ) ; 
i = l 
Noting that f o r an orthonormal set 
| E1 , . . . ,Er^ , < E 1 A . . . A E ^ . o . AE r, E1 A. . .^Ej^. . .^Er ^ 
= O . . and 
^ j^P (E-J » • • • »E R , P(E^ ,. . . ,Er) ) 
( Jj.Vj) < P(E., E r) , P(B l t...,E r) > 
From the above equation we obtain-, 
51 . 
^ « P ( E . E. P(E. E. ) ) 
1 ' ' ' * " r — 
- i l ^ " 2 ( 2n 2 + ( r + l ) n - r+ljn 
+ f l - II V E (P) (E. E ) | 2 . 
k,j.J,...» J r _ l 
The re s u l t follows from t h i s equation. 
Next we investigate the class (nearly kahler). 
THEOREM (3.7). Assume P i s nearly p a r a l l e l . Then f o r 
Z1 ,. . . pZr & X (M) f we have 
(I V^P) (Z 1 f...,Z r) 0 = < R X Z iX AZ 2 A... AZ r, Z l A... AZ r > 
+ ^ ^ P(X,Zg , . . . ,R^ Z^ Z.^ , . . . »Zr) 9 P(Z1 , . . . f z r ) ^ 
- < R X Z ^ P(X,Z2,... ,Zr) , P(Z 1 t...,Z r) > (3.13) 
Proof: For X.jZ^  ,. . . »%r+1 ^ M ( M ) , w e have 
BXZ 1 <*.*2 Zr+1> 
2 
= (V<f) (Z i ;X;X, Z2,..., Z r + 1 ) 
2 
- (V ^  ) (X; Z 1 ? X, Z2,..., Z r + 1 ) 
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Taking the f i r s t terra we have*, 
2 
( Z 1 ? X; X,Z2 Z r + l ) 
= <VZ V x f ) < X ' Z 2 Z r + 1 > " ( V ^ ^ > (X,Z 2,...,Z r + 1) 
1 z1 
= Z1 < ? X P > < X , Z 2 Z r + l ) " <VX<P) ( V Z iX,Z 2 >... fZ r + 1) 
- ^~ ) (x 9 z2,...9VZiZi,...,zr+1) 
i=2 
- ^Vfx > < X' Z 2 Z r + 1 > ' 
Z1 
Since P i s nearly p a r a l l e l , the f i r s t and t h i r d terms i n 
the R.H.S. of the l a s t equation both vanish. Also the second 
and f o u r t h terms cancel each other. Hence i f P i s nearly 
p a r a l l e l then 
H ^ t ? ) (X,Z2 Z r + 1 ) 
= - \ f y V X ' Z 2 " - * ' Z r + l ) ' (3.1*) 
On the other hand,if P i s nearly p a r a l l e l then 
2 
V<P (X; Z 1 ? X, Z2,..., Z r + 1 ) 
" <* X V- 9 ) < X ' Z 2 Z r + l ) " < V 7 z 9 ) < X > Z 2 Z r + 1 > 
1 A ' 
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= x ( V Z i 9 ) (x,z2,...,zr+1) - (V z <p ) ( V , ! ^ r + 1 ) 
r + l 
" ZL ) (x,z2 VxZi,...,zr+1) 
- <V 7* ) (x,z2 z r + 1) 
A. 1 
( V x « ) ( Z 1 f . . . f Z p + l ) + ) ( V •••.*„!) 
(V^^P) (z^ ,z2»• • • » »• ° * »^r+i) 
+ (^x^) < ^ I ' ^ ' - ' - ^ r + l ) ' 
The l a s t step i n the above equation follows from the f a c t that , 
f o r the class nearly p a r a l l e l we have , 
Vx(SP) (z 1 f...,z r + l) = - Vz^ (<p) (x,z2,...,zr+1) . 
Also i n the R.H.S. of the l a s t equation the f i r s t , t h i r d and 
fou r t h terms together reduce to 
" (^X^X^) ( Z 1 ' Z r + l ) ' a n d h e n c e 
2 2 V<p(X;Z1? X, Z2,... 9Z. r + 1) = - y<p (X; X; ^ f - f*-r+1) ' 
an* therefore i f P i s nearly p a r a l l e l then 
(<p) (X,Z 2,...,Z r + 1) = ( X? X'> z- ]>"-' Z r + 1) ' 
i=2 
- X 




f i t t i n g z r + i = p ( z i »•••»zr) / a n d noting that 
2 . 
(x jx jz 1 zr, p(z1 ,...zr)) 
= V x(P) z r), V x(P) (z1 zr) )> » 
(Proposition (3»l)) » we conclude that 
II V x(P) (z.., z r)|| 2 - - ^(f) (x,z2,..., P (z1 z r)) . 
(3.15) 
Expansion of the R.H.S. of (3.15) gives the r e s u l t . 
COROLLARY (3.8). The curvature operator of an almost 
Hermitian manifold whose almost complex structure i s nearly 
p a r a l l e l s a t i s f i e s the i d e n t i t i e s : 
< V W ( J ) ( X ) , V Y ( J ) (Z) > = < R W X Y , Z > - <RlJXJY,JZ > (3.15) 
< R JY , JZ, > = < R Y , Z > (3.16) JWJX «x 
K (JW,JX) = K(W, X) (3.17) 
IS (JW,JX) = } (W,X) (3.18) 
Proof: As a special case of (3.1$) w e 
I V X ( J ) (Y) ||2 = < , Y > - < R ^ . " > (3.1 9) 
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Linearization of (3.19) together with the Bianchi f i r s t 
i d e n t i t y and the f a c t that 
VV{J)(V) + V J I T(J)(JV) = 0 f o r a l l U, V « X (*0 , 
gives (3.15). 
Prom (3.15) we get 
< R w J Y , J Z > = < R Y,Z > - < V W ( J ) ( X ) , V y ( j ) ( z ) > 
^ < RJWJX ' Z > " < RYZ W' J X > 
= < R^W, X > - < V Y ( J ) ( Z ) , V w(J)(X) > 
and hence < R^JY.JZ > = < R j ^ ' Z >, 
from which i t follows that 
< "JWS ' J Z > - < M . • > • 
This proves (3.16). 
To prove (3.17) we take an orthogonal frame f i e l d 
I B.,M. . . ,EnJ and w r i t e 
K(^,JX) = ^ HE.!"2 < R ^ f t , j£> 
i = l 1 
.r2 
= H. j E . l f < * » X > , (using (3.16)). i = l J E ^ 
56. 
Since ^JE^,...,JEnj i s an orthogonal frame f i e l d such 
that || JE.. 1| 2 = || E ± | 2 , i t follows that 
LII E i f2 < R J E J F i . x > = K<*.x> • 
i = l i 
I h i s proves (3.17). For (3.18) we have 
k=l 
1 1 -2 
= - E. 1 E k II < . E k > (using (3.16)) 
k=l 
k=l 
Hence $ (JW,JX) ^5 ^(W,X) . 
I/. k. 6-Dimensional almost Complex Manifolds defined 
by means of a 3-fold vector cross product. 
I n t h i s section we use theorem ( l . * ) to generate a class 
of six-dimensional almost complex manifolds. We study these 
manifolds using the configuration tensor T ( i . e . the second 
fundamental form). 
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Let M be a non-degenerate pseudo-riemannian manifold 
> of dimension 8,&&& with a 3-fold vector cross product defined 
on i t . I t follows that the metric tensor < , > on M i s 
positive d e f i n i t e , negative d e f i n i t e or has signature (4,4). 
Since the case of negative d e f i n i t e metric i s essentially 
the same as that of positive d e f i n i t e metric, we exclude i t 
from our discussion. 
Now l e t M be a non-degenerate 6-dimensional submanifold 
of M such that the r e s t r i c t i o n o f < , > to the normal 
bundle of M i s positive d e f i n i t e . I t follows that the 
metric tensor of M i s positive d e f i n i t e or has signature 
(4,2). 
I f f u r t h e r , we assume that M i s orientable, then the 
normal bundle of M i s orientable since M i s orientable. 
I t follows that the normal bundle has an almost complex 
structure J. Choosing a u n i t normal N on an open subset 
of M, we have N ^  JN i s independant of N and may be 
extended to a global vector 2 - f i e l d on M and 
|| N A JN U 2 = 1 . 
DEFINITION: Let P denote the vector cross product of M. 
Then J: H (M) 3 * H (M) i s defined by JA = P(N,JN,A) 
f o r A € )-( (M)„ That J i s an almost complex structure follows 
from theorem (1.4). 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Let A , B £ H ( M) a n d l e t N be a u n i t 
normal on an open subset of M . Then 
P(JA,B,N) + J P(A,B,N) = - < JA,B> N - < A,B > JN ( 4 . l ) 
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P(JA,JB,N) + P(A,B,N) = 2 <JA,B> JN (4.2) 
Furthermore exactly one of the following equations holds 
(depending on the kind of 3-fold vector cross product on M) 
f o r a given vector cross product P. 
JP(N,A,B) = P(JN,A,B) (4.3) 
JP(N,A,B) = - P(JN,A,B) - 2<JA,B>N (4.4) 
Proof; For a l l A, B & )-{ (M) we have 
< P(A,JA,N) , B > = < P (N,B,A), P(N,JN,A) > 
||P(N,B+JN,A) || - H P(N,JN,A) J - ||p(H,B,A) | J 
( j A y 2 (||B j 2 • 1) - <A,B> 2 -»A|| 2 -«A|| 2|B J 2 1 = T 
+ < A,B> 2 0. 
Hence P(A, JA, N) , f o r A )-( (M) , i s always orthogonal to M 
Hence f o r C 6 H (M) ; 
< P(JA, B, N) + JP (A, B, N) , C ) 
= < P(C, JA, N) + P(A, JC, N) , B y 
The above equation follows from the a l t e r n a t i n g character of 
the form ^(A,B,C,D) = <P(A,B,C),D > and the fa c t that 
< JA, B > = - <A, J B > f o r A, B £ H (M) . 
Also < P(C, JA, N) + P(A, JC, N) , B > 
= < P(A+C, J(A+C), N) , B > 
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- <C P(A, JA, N) , B > - < p(c, JC, N), B ) = 0 . 
Hence P(JA, B, N) + J P(A, B, N) i s orthogonal to M. 
Furthermore< P(JA, B, N) + J P(A, B, N), N > 
a - < P(A, B, N) , JN > = - < P(N, JN, A) , B>= < J A, B > $ 
and < P(JA, B, N) + J P(A, B, N), JN > 
= - < P(N, JN, B), JA > = - < A, B > ' 
Hence ( 4 . l ) follows. 
I n (4.1) w r i t i n g JB f o r B we get, 
P(JA, JB, N)-f-J P(A.» JB, N) = ~<A,B> N + < JA, B> JN. 
Also from (4.1) we get, 
P(A, B, N) - JP(A, JB, N) = < JA, B > JN +• < A , B> 
Adding the above two equations gives (4.2). 
To prove that one of (4.3) and (4.4) holds we may, 
because of (4.1), take A, JA, B, JB and P(JN, A, B) to be 
l i n e a r l y independant. Moreover both JP(JN, A, B) and 
P(N, A, B) are orthogonal to these f i v e vector f i e l d s . Their 
components i n the normal bundle are given by 
< J P(JN, A, B), JN > = - < JA, B > 
and 
<"P(N, A, B) , JN > = < JA, B > 
Hence there exist functions Of and f3 on M such that 
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°< ( JP(JN, A, B) + < JA, B > JN ) 
= P (P(N, A, B) - < JA, B > JN ) 
Taking norms of both sides of the above equation gives 0( = - ^ 
I f 0( = +p then (4 .4) holds and i f 0( = - j(? then (4 .3) 
holds. 
However, i f both equations hold then i t follows that, 
P(N, A,B) = ~ < JA, B > JN 
Taking norms of both sides of the above equation gives 
| A | 2 | B J | 2 - < A,B> 2 . <JA, B > 2 
However thi s equation i s f a l s e whenever A, B, JA, OB are 
non-isotropic and orthogonal. 
For manifolds with a cayley multiplication there are 
two kinds of 3-fold vector cross products, each inducing 
an almost complex structure. For these almost complex 
structures we have the following r e s u l t . 
PROPOSITION (4 .2) Let M be an 8-dimensional pseudo-
riemannian manifold with a differentiable cayley multiplication 
and l e t M be a non-degenerate orientable 6-dimensional 
submanifold of M such that the r e s t r i c t i o n of the metric 
tensor of M to the normal bundle of M i s positive 
d e f i n i t e . Let P 1 , Pg be the 3-fold vector cross products 
defined by cayley multiplication and are given e x p l i c i t l y by 
(4 .8) and (4 .9) of Chapter one with Q( = 1, respectively. 
Then, 
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| i ) P., def ines an almost complex structure on M which 
s a t i s f i e s (^ .3 )« 
( i i ) Pg defines an almost complex structure on M which 
s a t i s f i e s (k.k). 
( i i i ) The almost complex structures on M defined by and 
Pg coincide i f and only i f M i s always normal to the 
identity vector f i e l d of the cayley multiplication. 
Proof; To prove ( i ) we have 
P1 (X,Y,Z) = - X(YZ) + < X,Y > Z + < Y,Z > X 
- < X,Z> Y for a l l X, Y, Z £ H (M). 
Let A, B £ M (M) and l e t N be a unit normal on an open 
subset of M , then 
JP^N.A.B) + 4, JA,B > N = J^Pt(N,A,B) - < JA,B> JN J 
Since Pt(N,A,B) - <JA,B> JN i s tangent to M i t followsi 
that 
JP(N,A,B) + < JA,B > N P. (N,JN 
1 
) PA JN, N, P„ (N, A, B 
) < (N JN- I N. P. (N, A, B 
P (N,A,B)) 
A, B) , JN > N 
( N.( - N < L B ) ± <A, B> N) JN < JB, A> N 
•JN- (A.B) + <A, B > JN + < JA, B > N 
S P1 (JN, A, B) + < JA, B > N 
Hence 
J * ! (N, A, B) P1 (JN, A, B) 
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This proves: (i)» 
To prove ( i i ) we have 
P 2 ( X , Y, A ) Q - ( X T ) Z + < X,Y > Z + < Y, Z > X 
- < X, Z > Y , 
for a l l X, Y, Z 6 H (M) . 
I n this case we have 
J P 2 (N, A, B ) + < J A , B > N » P 2 ( P 2 (A, B, N ) , N, J N ) 
= - ( ^ P 2 ( A , B, N ) . N ) . J N - < P 2 (A, B, N) , J N > N 
= ^ ( ( A . B ) . N - £ A, B > N ) . .JN = < J A , B > N 
• ( A . I ) . J N - < A, B > J N - < J A , B > N 
= - P 2 (A, B, J N ) - 4 J A , B > N 
Hence 
J P 2 ( N , A, B ) B - P 2 ( J N , A, B ) - 2> < J A , B > N, 
which proves ( i i ) . 
To prove ( i l l ) we note that the almost complex structures 
J ^ and J 2 are given by 
J.,A = P 1 (N, JN, A ) * N.(JN.A) , 
and J 2 A = P 2 (N, JN,A) = - (N.JN).A ; 
for a l l A € H (M). Hence J 1 = J G i f and only i f 
N.(JN.A) « (N.JN).A (4 .5) for a l l A € H (M). 
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I n a composition algebra the associator A i s defined by 
A(a,b,c) = (ab)c - a(bc) . Also /(A(a,a,b) = A(a,b,b) = 0 
implies that A i s alternating. Hence i f N,JN are both, 
orthogonal to E (the identity) and we choose A such that 
< A,E > = 0 = < JN.N.A > , then 
(N.JN).A - N.(JN.A) = (JN.A).N - JN.(A.N) 
= - ^N.(JN.A) - JN.(N.A)"^ (4 .6) 
I n the second step we use the formula 
XY + YX = 2 < X,Y > E. 
I f J 1 = J 2 i t follows from (4 .5 ) and (4 .6) that 
N.(JN.A) - JN(N.A) = 0 ( 4 . 5 1 ) 
Also using the formula a(bx) + b(ax) = 2<,a,b>x , which 
i s a l i n e a r i z a t i o n of a(ax) = (aa)x = N(a)x , we get 
N.(JN.A) + JN(N.A) = 0 (4.5") 
Prom ( 4 . 5 « ) and (4.5") we get 
N.(JN.A) = 0 . However we can choose A such 
that N.(JN.A) j£ 0. Hence we conclude that E cannot be 
orthogonal to both N and JN. 
Writing E = a N + bJN + cC where b , say, ^  0 , and 
C €. H (M) , we have JN = 2bE - JN. Substituting the 
l a s t two equations i n 
(JN.A). N - JN (A.N)sO ( gives 
6k. 
c ^ (N.C).A — N.(C.A) J = 0 for a l l A * H ( M ) . 
Since the algebra i s non-associative, we can find A €. )-( ( M ) 
such that 
(N.C).A - N.(C.A) £ 0 , and hence we must have 
c = o. 
On the other hand i f E i s orthogonal to M everywhere, 
we set N=E. With this choice of N (**.5) i s v a l i d and 
hence = • 
8 
Let M be an orientable 6-dimensional submanifold of R , 
g 
with the cayley multiplication at the origin of R translated 
over a l l of R^ i n a natural way. 
I f M i s contained i n the hyperplane of pure cayley 
numbers ( i . e . those orthogonal to the identity) then the 
almost complex structures on M defined by means of the 
two 3-fold vector cross products coincide with Calabi's 
almost complex structure [ [ 3 3 * 0 n the other hand i f 
M i s not contained i n the hyperplane of pure cayley numbers., 
then by proposition (k.2) the induced almost complex, structures 
are d i f f e r e n t . For example, on we obtain some new almost 
complex structures which are hermitian with respect to the 
natural metric on S$, 
Next we investigate conditions, i n terms of the second 
fundamental form, that the almost complex structure J defined 
by JA = P(N,JN,A) be xn one of the class e s 
J,&, or 3-fc 
F i r s t we es t a b l i s h the following lemma. 
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1 LEMMA (4 .3) Let L: H ( M ) ^ ) - ( ( M ) be a pointwise 
li n e a r map. Then for A, B £ H (M) and Z, € M (M)"^ " w e 
have 
< P(LZ,JZ,A) + P(Z,LJZ,A), B > 
=< P(Z,LJZ i JLZ,A) , B > (4 .7 ) 
Proof. Prom ( 4 . 3 ) , (4 .4 ) i t follows that 
-4P(LZ,JZ,A) , B > = JP(LZ,Z,A), B > , (4 .8 ) 
Where i f (4 .3) holds then "±" i s to be taken 11 + " and i f 
(4 .4) holds then "±" ± s t o be taken "-" . 
Also from ( 4.l) we get 
< + JP(LZ,Z,A) , B > = < + P(JLZ,Z,A), B > 
= < ± P(Z, JLZ, A) , B > . (4 .9) 
Hence combining (4 .8) and (4 .9) we get 
< P(LZ, JZ, A) + P(Z, LJZ, A), B > 
= < i P(Z, JLZ, A) + P(Z, LJZ, A) , B > 
= < P(Z, LJZ - JLZ, A) , B > 
We denote by P and %> the d i f f e r e n t i a l forms (on M 
and M) associated with J and P. 
THEOREM ( 4 . 4 ) . Suppose P£ 9 • Then J € 1§C i f and 
only i f 
T AJB ± JT AB = 0 (4.10) 
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for a l l A, B «- H (M). 
Proof: For A, B, C € )-( (M) ; N a unit normal on an 
open subset of M we have 
V A(F)(B,C) = VA(<p) (N, JN, B, C) 
+ < P ( T A N , JN, B) + P(N, T A J N , B) , C > 
The above equation i s a special case of ( 2 . 1 l ) , noting that 
V A ( F ) (B,C) = < V A ( J ) (B) , C > , 
and V^(<p) (N, JN, B, C) = < T^(p) (N#, JN, B) , C > . 
Let LZ = T AZ for Z € }{ (M)*" . By Lemma (4 .3) we have 
7 A ( P ) (B, C) = VA(<p) (N, JN, B, C) 
+ < P(N, T AJN ~ JT AN, B) , C > (4.11) 
I f P 6 , then (4.1l) reduces to 
^ ( F ) (B,C) = < P(N, T AJN + - JT AN, B) , C > . (<f.JZ) 
J £ i f and only i f ^ ( F ) (B»C) = 0 for a l l 
A, B, C £ X (M). By (4.12) t h i s i s equivalent to the 
condition that 
T AJN + - JT AN = 0 for a l l A £ X ( M ) a n<* 
unit normals N . 
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Hence for B € H (M) , 
< T AJN, B > ± < JT AN, B > = 0 , 
and therefore - < T^B, JN ^  + < T^JB, N > = 0 , 
which reduces to 
< JT AB, N > + < T A JB, N > = 0 » 
for a l l A, B t H ( M ) , and unit normals N. The l a s t 
equation gives the r e s u l t . 
THEOREM ( 4 . 5 ) . Suppose P £ <-p . Then J £3"t i f 
and only i f 
T AA + T J A J A = © f for A € K ( M ) . 
Proof. By (4 .12) we have 
^ J A ( F ) (JB, C) = < P(N, T J AJN i JT J AN, JB), C > • 
Also by (4 .2) i 
< P(N, + - JT J AN, JB) , C > 2- - <P(N, +" T J AN, B), C * 
and < P(N, T J A J N , JB), C > = < P(N, J T J A J N , B), C > • 
Combining the above two equations we get 
V T.(F) (JB,C) = < P(N, J T T A J N ? T . J , B) , C > . JA X ' v — ' ' - ^ v ' W iJA"" T JA 
Hence 
V A ( F ) (B, C) - V J A ( P ) (JB, C) -
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= < P(N, T AJN - J T J AJN ± (JT AN + T J AN) , B ) , C > . 
Now J i f and only i f 
V A ( F ) ( B , C ) - V J A(P) ( J B . C ) - 0 ( Q 7 l ) . 
Hence J £ i f and only i f 
(T AJN - JT J AJN) ± (JT AN + T J AN) = 0 . 
The l a s t equation i s equivalent to 
J (T AB + T J A J B ) t (T AJB - T J A B ) = 0 , ( 4 . l 4 ) 
for a l l A, B €. )-( ( M ) . 
Now (4.14) implies (4.13) • Moreover l i n e a r i z a t i o n 
of (4.13) gives 
T AB + T J A J B = 0 , (4.15) 
$nd hence putting JB instead of B i n (4.15) gives:: 
T A J B + T J A j 2 f i = 0 ' 
and therefore 
T.JB - T_.B = 0 ( 4 .16 ) . A JA 
(4.15) and (4.16) imply (4.1^.). 
COROLLARY ( 4 . 6 ) . Suppose P and J € 3-£ . Then 
( i ) M i s a minimal variety of M 
( i i ) I f R and R 
v ' AB AB denote the curvature operators of 
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and M respectively, then for A, B, C, D £ )-( ( M ) , 
< R A B C , D > - < R J A ^ , JD > = < R A BC, D > - < 5 J A ^ , J D > ( 4 . 1 7 ) 
( i i i ) I f M i s f l a t , then the R i c c i curvature K and the 
chern form $ of M s a t i s f y the rel a t i o n s 
K (JA, JB) = K (A, B) = "6 (JA, B) = - (A, B) t 
for A, B € H (M) . 
( i v ) On holomorphic f i e l d s of 2-planes tangent to M the 
holomorphic curvature i s l e s s than or equal to the corresponding 
sectional curvature of M. 
Proof. ( i ) follows from (4.13) and the fact that we can choose 
a frame f i e l d , on an open subset of M, of the form 
,JEf,...,Em, JEinj where n = 2m = dim M. Relative to 
such a frame the mean curvature normal H i s given by 
m 
H = T (T_ E. + T JE. ) a 0 , 
i = l 
on account of (4.13)* 
( i i ) follows from the Gauss equation. 
( i i i ) I f M i s f l a t then (4.17) reduces to < R ^ , D > = 
^ R JC , J D ) . An application of this equation gives; JAJB 
the r e s u l t . 
( i v ) We have by the Gauss equation that for A €. H ( M ) 
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KAJA = < TA A> T J A J A > " I T A J A + gAJA 
= - | I TA A II - U TA J A II + *AJA ' 
COROLLARY (4 .7) Suppose P € » J € 3"t, » a n d t n e 
metric of M i s positive d e f i n i t e . I f the sectional curvature 
of M i s non-positive, then M i s non-compact. 
Proof. By Corollary (4 .6) M i s a minimal submanifold. 
This i m p l i e s j ^ 123>that M cannot be compact. 
Next we investigate the cla s s • 
THEOREM (4.8). Suppose P € *p . Then J € i f 
and only i f for a l l A € H ( M ) , 
J(T AA - T J A J A ) ± 2 T AJA = 0 . (4.18) 
Proof. As i n theorem (4 .5 ) we have , 
7 A ( F ) (B,C) + ^ 7 J A ( F ) (JB, C) 
< P(N, T AJN + J T J A J N ± ( J T A N - T J AN)' , B) , C > ' (4.19) 
J €- |& 3*C i f and only i f for a l l A, B, C € H ( M ) , 
V A ( F ) (B,C) + V J A ( F ) (JB,C) = 0 . From (4.19) 
t h i s i s equivalent to 
T AJN + J T J AJN - (JT AN - T J AN) = 0 (4.20) 
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for a l l A ) - ( ( M ) . Taking the sc a l a r product of (4.20) 
with B £ H ( M ) gives: 
J(T AB - T J A J B ) i (T AJB + T J A B ) = 0 (4.21) 
for a l l A, B € H ( M ) . 
Now, (4.2l) implies (4.18) (take B=A). On the other 
hand l i n e a r i z a t i o n of (4.18) gives (4.2l). 
PROPOSITION (4.9) Suppose P t Q and J £ . 
Then the holomorphic curvature of M i s given by the formulai 
2 KAJA - ! K A | 2 + H TJA J A if " 6 1 TA J A f + 2 *AJA , (4.22) 
for A 6- H (M) , || A ||2 = i 1 . 
Proof: By the Gauss equation we have 
2 K AJA < TA A' T J A J A > - | l T A J A i + KAJA * < 4' 2 3> 
Also (4.18) gives | T AA - T J A J A ||2 = 4 | T AJA ||2 . 
Hence J T AA || 2 + | T J A J A f - 2 < T AA , T J A J A > 
- 4 1 T A J A • 
And therefore, < T AA, T J A J A > = i || T AA || + * || T J A J A 
- 2 J T AJA f . 
Substitution i n (4.23) gives, 
2 KAJA = | T A A f + 1 T J A J A I!" - 6 1 TA J A f + 2 *AJA ' 
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THEOREM ( 4 . 1 0 ) . Suppose P £ J ) . Then J € o/lT^C 
I f and only i f there e x i s t a 1-forra |B on the normal bundle 
of M such that 
J T A N = P 1 P(N) J A 
for a l l A 6 H (M) . 
Proof: We have ^ A ( F ) ( A» B) = < P(N,TAJN + JT AN,A), B ) 
for A, B 4. H (M). I f J t J\T $C t h e n 
T AJN - JT AN = p (A,JN)A + 0((A,JN)JA . (4.24) 
Since J € §^^4 i t follows by (4.20) and (4.24) that 
<X(A,JN) = i p (A,N) and |3 i s independant of A. 
Prom (4.24) i t also follows that jl i s l i n e a r on the normal 
bundle. 
On the other hand i f (4.24) holds then 
V^(F)(A,B) • O for a l l A, B €. M ( M ) a n d hence J i s 
nearly p a r a l l e l . 
THEOREM ( 4 t . l l ) . Suppose P £ f and J € A>^ • Then 
M i s a minimal variety of M. 
Proof: Let N be a unit normal on an open subset of M. 
We choose an orthogonal frame f i e l d on this open subset of 
the form ^ E 1 , JE 1 , Eg, J E 2 , E^, JE^"| such that 
I) E± I 2 = ± 1 a n d P(N,E i,E j) = | E k | 2 E k » w h e r e 
( i , j , k) i s a c y c l i c permutation of ( l , 2, 3)« Then 
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< H, J N > = ^ J *± T ^ : 
i = l 
E i + T J E f i ' J N > 
I ft E i I!' < J T J E f - T E . J N ' E i > 
i = l 
< P ( N , E . , E K ) , J T J E I J N _ ^ J N > 
i 
ZL<P(N,J T ^ J N - T E JN, E . ) , E K > 
Hence 
< H, J N > = £ . < P ( N , J T J N - T J N , E ) , E K > (4.25) 
G i i J 
Here H i s the mean curvature normal and the above equation 
i s obtained using the d e f i n i t i o n of H, the symmetry properties: 
of the second fundamental form and the sp e c i a l choice of the 
frame f i e l d . 
Using an equation derived i n theorem (4.5) namely; 
V A ( F ) ( B , C ) - V J A ( F ) ( J B . C ) 
= < P ( N , T A J N - J T J A J N t ( J T A N + T J A N ) , B ) , C > , 
(4.25) reduces to 
» V E ( F ) ( E . , E K ) - ^ ( F ) ( J E . , E < H,JN > 
L < P ( N , J T E N + T J E N , E . ) , E K > 
Q 1 1 
(4.26 
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Since J i s quasi-kahler i t follows that 
= - 2 I , V E (F) ( E j , E k ) = - 2dF(E 1 ,E 2,E 3) = 0 . 
0) i 
Also, < P(N, J T E N + T J E N, V.) , E k > Qj i i 
Z1<P(N, E . , E k ) , JT N + T N > 
© 1 i 
3 2 
= E < E i , J T E ± N + T J E / > II E i II " 0 
i = l 
The l a s t equality follows from the symmetry properties of the 
second fundamental form. 
Since N i s an arbi t r a r y unit normal i t follows that 
H Hh 0 . 
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CHAPTER 3-
Nearly Kahler Manifolds;. 
I n t h i s chapter we investigate 6-dimensional nearly 
kahler manifolds defined by means of a 2- or 3-fold vector 
cross product. 
1. Nearly Kahler Manifolds defined by a 2- or 
3-fold, vector cross product. 
F i r s t we state the following notions introduced by 
GRAY C 8 !• 
DEFINITION. Let M be an almost hermitian manifold. Then 
M i s said to be of constant type at m € M provided that 
for a l l x € Mm we have 
| | V X ( J ) ( Y ) | = | V X ( J ) (2) I , whenever 
< X, Y > = < J X , Y > = < X,Z > = <JX,Z> = 0 y 
and || Y | = || Z || . I f thi s holds for a l l m € M we 
say that M has (pointwise) constant type. F i n a l l y i f M 
has: pointwise constant type and for X, Y £ )-( (M) , with 
< X, Y > » < JX, Y > = 0 , the function 
|| Vx( j ) (Y) || 2 i s constant whenever || X | = | Y | = 1 
then we say that M has global constant type. 
PROPOSITION ( l . l ) Let M be a nearly kahler manifold, Then 
M has (pointwise) constant type i f and only i f there e x i s t s 
0< € JT(M) such that 
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j V W ( J ) (x) ||2 = 0 { | j w | | 2 ) x f - <W,X^ - < V , J X ^ } , ( l . l ) 
f o r a l l W, X €. H (M). Furthermore, M has global constant 
type i f and only i f ( l . l ) holds: with a constant . 
Proof: Assume that M has pointwise constant type. Then by 
d e f i n i t i o n and the assumption that M i s nearly kahler, we 
have,that f o r X, Y C Mm, m € M 
| V X ( J ) (Y) | 2 = i whenever < X,Y > = < J X , Y > B 0 , 
|| X || = | Y || = 1 and a constant. 
Now f o r W, X € M (*0 , write 
x- x- <x,w>537 2 - < X,JW> »r * M l 
Then < X, W "> = 0 = < X,JW > 
and || X J 2 =: || X | | 2 + < X,W> 2 + <X,JW>2 
2 2 - 2 < X ,W > - 2 <X,JK> 
I M F 1 h T ~ 
2 2 2 = IIX J - <X,W> - <X,J¥> 
W « * f • 
Further 
l«l llxl " 1*1 »x 
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I n the above equality we use the f a c t that 
%U) (x) |f = | V w(J) (x) 1 2 , 
which i s v a l i d since J i s nearly kahler. 
Hence || V ¥ ( j ) (x) f - j W |f |x f 
= <x||w ||2 ||x||2 - <w,x>2 - <¥,JX> 2| • 
The converse i s obviously true. 
PROPOSITION (1.2). Let M be a connected nearly kahler 
manifold of pointwise constant type 
2 r I f ( V J) (XjX^) = 0 ife* X £ X (M) , then M has global 
constant type. 
Proof. Linearization of ( l . l ) gives: 
< V W ( J ) (X), V W ( J ) (Y) > = 
\W f < X,Y> - <W,X><W,Y> 
- <W,JX> <W,JY>1 ' (1.2) 
On an open subset of M l e t W',X be vector f i e l d s such that 
¥ J = || X || = 1 , <W,X > = < ¥,JX > = 0. Then 
II V ¥ ( J ) 00 |f - °^  , and hence 
TH | V W ( J ) (X) | = ¥(X , and therefore 
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2 < ( V ¥ 2 J ) ( X ) , V W ( J ) ( X ) > + 2 < ( V ^ J X V ^ X ) , V W ( J ) ( X ) > « V<X 
(1.3) ' 
Using (1.2), we see that the second term i n the L.H.S. of 
(l„3) vanishes. 
Hence f o r vector f i e l d s ¥, X, such that || ^  fl = t x !| 13 11 » 
<WjX > = < ¥ s JX > = 0 8 we have 
2 < ( % 2 J ) (X), V ¥ ( J ) (X) > - I « • (l.fc) 
Now l e t m £ M be an a r b i t r a r y point i n M , U(m) a 
normal nbd of m and " f t ^ any minimal geodesic i n U(m) 
smarting at m, and parametrized by arc length. 
We choose X £ Mm , such that jj X |j = 1 , 
<^ X, 0 o ^  = 0 = <X, J)S e> j and define X t along 
^ by p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i n g X along 1$ ^  • Since M is; 
nearly kahler i t follows? that J Y t p a r a l l e l along . 
Hence 
<C X t 5 i " t > a 0 •= <, X t„ J V t and 
t 
S ubstituting i n ( l . 4 ) we get 
_2 
>t 
2 < ( V ^ J ) (X t) t ( V ^ J ) (X t) > . i t 0 ( . (1.5) 
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2 2 
I f ( V J ) ( x5 x ? ) D 0 then V X J a V ^ x J 
2 
Hence V . J 13 V ^ ? s 0 a n d i1'^) 
reduces to If^OC = 0 „ Hence 0( i s constant along 
geodesies emanating from m. Since such geodesies cover 
a NBD of m i t follows that <A i s l o c a l l y constant. I f 
M i s connected then OC la; a global constant. 
Let M be a 7-dimensional riemannian manifold with a 
2 - f o l d vector cross product P ; M an orientable 
6-dimensional submanifold of M. Then, as, i n Chapter 2, 
we can define an almost complex structure on M as follows.; 
f o r each X £ )-( (M) , we set 
J(X) a P(N,X) , (1.6) where N i s a u n i t 
normal vector f i e l d on M choosen i n such a way that i t i s 
compatible with the orientations of M and M. 
I n the special case when M = R? with the ordinary 
2 - f o l d vector cross product obtained by p a r a l l e l t r a n s l a t i o n , 
we have the following results'; 
THEOREM (1.3). Let M be a connected orientable hyper-
7 
surface of R , with the almost complex structure defined 
i n ( l 0 6 ) . I f M i s nearly kahler then the following are 
true: 
( i ) M has constant non-negative sectional curvature. 
( i i ) M i s Einstein. 
( i i i ) M has global constant type, the type of M being 
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the sectional curvature. 
( i v ) M has non-negative holomorphic bisectional curvature. 
We f i r s t prove the following Lemma: 
7 
LEMMA (1.4). A nearly kahler hypersurface (M, J) of R 
i s t o t a l l y umbilic. 
Proof: For each X, Y € H ( M) » w e have 
V X ( J ) (Y) = V XJY - J V XY 
= V XP(N,Y) - P(N,^7XY) 
«. % VxP(N,Y) - P(N, V XY) 
where % : H (*0 )-( (M) i s the natural p r o j e c t i o n , 
^ » ^  are the riemannian connections on R, M , respectively 
and i n the second term ^^Y i s replaced by VjY since 
the normal component of I S P A R A L L E L T O N° 
Hence 
V X ( J ) (Y) = 7TV X(P) (N,Y) 7C p(V^t Y) 
+ P(N, 7 XY) - P(N, V XY) • (1.7) 
Since 7CP(N,V XY) • P(N, V X Y ) and P i s p a r a l l e l , 
(1.7) reduces to: 
V x ( j ) (Y) a 7T P( VjN, Y) , X, Y 6 H (M) • 
Hence ^ x ( j ) (*) - J P ( V J N , l ) (1-8) 
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I f J i s nearly kahler than (1.8) gives: 
< P( y XN ! X) , Y > - 0 (1.9) f o r a l l X, Y 6 H (M). 
Also f o r each X, Y £ H (M) we have 
7 X ( J ) ( J Y ) = V X ( - Y ) - J V X J Y 
a - \7xY -J ( y x ( j ) (Y) + J 7 X Y ) 
. - J y x ( j ) (Y) . 
Now/ i f J i s nearly kahler, then 
V J X ( J ) ( J Y ) . - J 7 J X ( J ) ( Y ) = J V y ( j ) ( J X ) 
= - J 2 V Y ( J ) (X) = - V X ( J ) ( Y ) . 
Hence + ^TX^ J^ ^ J Y ) ° 0 * a n d therefore 
f o r a l l X, Y, Z € H ( M) » w e lia.ve 
< VX(J) ( Y ) , Z > + -< ^ J X ( J ) ( J Y ) , Z ^ n 0 • (1.10) 
Hence (1.7) and ( l . i o ) give 
<P(VxN, Y ) , 2 > + < P(V J XN, J Y ) , Z > « 0 ( l . H ) 
Using the a l t e r n a t i n g character of the t r i l i n e a r vector 
valued function} 
QA, B, c ] = (A X B ) XC - < A, C > B + < B,C > A 
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where A X B = P(A, B) , and noting that JY = NXT = P(N, 
we deduce "fhfldfc 
P( V J XN, J Y) = P(J y j xN, Y) + 2 < Y, 9 J XN > N . 
Hence ( l . l l ) reduces to 
< P( + J V J XN, Y) , Z > = 0 (1.12) t f o r a l l 
X, Y, Z € H (M) . 
Now f o r each X € )-( (M) , i s tangent to M . 
Writing f o r » then i t i s w e l l known that 
X p. T^ N , X € Mm i s a symmetric endomorphism on Mjn 
f o r each m € M . Then f o r a nearly kahler hypersurface 
M we have , 
< p(t^, X) , Y > = 0 = < P(Y,X) , T^X > , (1.9) 
f o r a l l X, Y fe H (M) , and 
< P(Y, Z) , + J T J XN > a 0 , (1.12) 
To complete the proof, we f i r s t establish the following 
proposition: 
PROPOSITION (1.5). Let m & M , O^ X { Mm . Then f o r 
each Z € Mm, such that Z 1 X, Z-JLjX , there exists 
Y € Mm and P(Y, X) = Z . 
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Proof: Consider the endomorphism 
JL 7 J. _ P(. , X) : Q x ] ( i n Rffl ) > £ x ] ( i n R? ) 
: Y | p P(Y, X) . 
_ 1 
I f Y € [ X J , Y ^ O , then 
| » ( T . X) ||2 . ||X|2|Y f * O 
Hence Y | ^ P(Y, x) i s an automorphism, and therefore 
1 , 1 
i f Z * £x] i . e . Z X X , then there exists Y€ f x j 
such that ?(Y, X) = Z Moreover since Z -L J X i t 
follows that 
0 =<P(Y,X) , P(N,X)> = || X | 2 < Y,N> , and hence Y JL 
Now using proposition (1.5) » (l « 9 ) becomes! 
T ^ a C* X + /3 J X , (1.13) 
f o r each X € )-( (M) , where 0( , ft are functions on M . 
Also (1.12) becomes T^S + J T J Y ^ = 0 i f o r each 
Xfe)-( (M) or equivalently J T ^ = T J XN ( L I 2 * ) 
The f a c t that 04 and ji i n (1.13) are independant of X 
follows from the l i n e a r i t y of T^JX i n X . 
Now/ < T ^ , JX > = - < J T ^ , X > 
= - < T J XN , X > = - < T ^ , JX > 
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where i n the second step we use ( l . l 4 ) and i n the l a s t step 
we use the symmetry of X p T^! . 
Hence -< T^ N , JX > = 0 which implies that jl = 0 , 
and therefore = Ci X , ( H 5 ) 
f o r a l l X € )-( (M) , and W i s a r e a l valued function 
on M . Since X $> i s a d i f f e r e n t i a b l e ( l , l ) 
tensor f i e l d on M , we have trace X j> T^N = n ot i s 
d i f f e r e n t i a b l e . Here n = dim M. This completes the 
proof of lemma (1.4). 
We proceed to show that OC i s a constant function. 
W r i t i n g T^ = T(x) , we have T = ot I , I i s the 
i d e n t i t y transformation. Using the Codazzi equation f o r a 
hypersurface i n B11*1 , i.e . V x ( T ) (Y) = V Y ( T ) (X) 
we get (X<*) Y - (Yt* )X = 0. Locally i n a nbd U we 
may choose vector f i e l d s X, Y on U such that X and Y 
are l i n e a r l y independant f o r each x t U and get 
X x(o;) = Y x( Ot) = o. This implies that OC i s a constant 
i n U. 
Proof of Theorem ( l . 3 ) I t follows from Lemma (1.4) t h a t , 
f o r each X € H (M) , T(X) = <* X. ( l . l 6 ) 
Also since M i s connected then QC i s a constant function 
on M. For a nearly kahler manifold i t i s known that 
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< R^, Y > - <R x yJX, JY > = || V X ( J ) (Y) ||2 (1.17) 
Also f o r a hypersurface i n E n + 1 we have, 
R^Z = < T ( X ) , Z > T ( Y ) - < T ( Y ) , Z > T(X) (1.18) 
where = ^ Z - \Vx» ^ y l Z i s t h e 
curvature operator on M , T the symmetric endomorphism 
defined e a r l i e r . 
Substituting T = 0( I i n (l„l8) gives 
P^Z = CX 2[<X,Z> Y - <Y,Z> x j (1.19) 
To prove ( i ) we take a 2-plane j> = X^ Y . "Then the sectional 
curvature i s given by 
K ( P ) » < R ^ X , r > 
- « 2 L « X B 2 | Y | 2 - a , i > 2 ] = <x2>o. 
| X A T | * 
For ( i i ) we have 
Ric(X,Y) = ^ < Rj^x » Y > i w h e r e { E i } 
i = l 
i s a l o c a l orthonormal frame f i e l d on M. Hence from (1.19) 
we get 
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Ric (X,Y) = Q( I < I 1 , I I > < X,Y> - I < S L , X > < B L , > ] 
n d <X,Y> •= Ok < X,Y > 
= Ot ( n - l ) < X, Y > . 
Again using (1.19) we get 
<R x yX, Y > - < RxyJX, JY > 
« [|X f||Y f - <X,Y> 2 y 2 - < X, JY > 
and therefore 
V X ( J ) (T) || -| | 2 . « 2 [ | | x f J Y | 2 - < X,Y > 2 - <X,JY > 2 ] 
I t then follows from proposition ( l . l ) that M has global 
constant type, the type being = K. 
To prove ( i v ) , the holomorphic bisectional curvature B 
i s given by 
B X Y || X J 2 J Y!| = < R X J XY , JY > 
f o r X, Y € H (M) , X ^ 0 ^ Y . Using (1.19) 
we get 
< R^* , JY > » of Q<Y,X> < JX,JY> - <Y,JX><X,JY>] 
2 r- 2 2 1 Q( L<Y>X> + <X,JY> J ^ Q 
II X I)' II T f 
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THEOREM ( 1 . 6 ) . Let (M,f) be a connected orientable 
hypersurface i n R' (f:M R i s an isometric 
imersion). Further assume M i s complete as a riemannian 
manifold. I f f(M) i s nearly kahlerian with respect to 
the induced almost complex structure then either M is; 
isometrically imbedded as a hyperplane or M i s isometri-
c a l l y imbedded as a hypersphere of a cert a i n radius. 
Proof: Theorem (1.6) follows from Lemma (1.4) and the 
following theorem Q 10^. 
THEOREM (1.7) Let (M n,f) be a connected hypersurface 
i n E n + 1 , where M i s complete as a riemannian manifold. 
I f f(M) i s umbilic at each point then either f(M) i s a 
hyperplane or f(M) i s hypersphere of a certain radius. 
I n both cases f :Mn ^ E n + 1 i s an isometric imbedding. 
Nex-t we give a generalization of theorem (1.5) of 
Chapter 2. 
THEOREM ( 1 . 8 ) . Let M be a connected compact hypersurface 
i n R n + 1 (n > 2 ) . I f the Gaussian curvature E of M 
n 
never vanishes on M , then the following are equivalent: 
( i ) M admits an almost complex structure J; 
( i i ) The dimension of M i s either 2 or 6. 
Proof: I f the Gaussian curvature K n of M never vanishes 
on M then»( £lo3 ), M i s orientable and the spherical map 
of Gaus <p :M > S n i s a d i f f eomorphism. nM 
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( i i ) % > ( i ) ° Assume that the dimension of M i s either 
2, or 6. Then i n t h i s case M i s ei t h e r an orientable 
3 7 hypersurface i n R or an orientable hypersurface i n R « 
Xn both cases M admits an almost complex structure, namely 
that induced by the ordinary 2-vector cross product i n 
R3 or B? o 
( i ) ^ * ( i i ) • Let J m denote the almost complex structure 
on M at m 4 Mo We define P: ( R n + 1 ) 2 > R n + 1 as 
follows: 
IX+1 
f o r a 1 , 6 R we wri t e a>2 = b + c where b is. 
the component of a 2 orthogonal to a 1 . I f b=o we set 
P(a 1 , a 2) a 0 . I f b^o l e t d = b || b || 1 , Then d is; 
a point on S and we w r i t e m = <p (d) and set 
P ^ , a 2) . || b|{ J m (a.,) . (1.20) 
p , so defined, i s continuous since both <jp and J are 
continuous. Also we have using (1.20) : 
< P ( S l , a^)t > . <£ ||b || J m ( & 1 ) , aif > » 0 f 
< P(a^, a>2) , a.2 > = || b || < J m ^ ) , b + c > 
- II b || < Jm(a, ) , b > + || b | < J m ( a i ) , c > • 
Since C i s p a r a l l e l to aij the second term i n the 
R.H.S. of the above equation vanishes. Also since b i s 
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orthogonal to M at m , and J m ( a . f ) i s tangent to M at 
m , i t follows that the f i r s t term also vanishes. Hence 
<<" P(a>1 , a 2) , a 2 > = 0 
F i n a l l y , 
H*I.* 2 > I I 2= » bi 2»-ii 2 - K A * r - i « i . - 2 i 2 • 
Hence P i s a continuous 2 - f o l d vector cross product, and 
therefore n + 1 = 3 or 7 which implies that the dimension 
of M i s either 2 or 6. 
Note: We may note that hypersurfaces of dimension 8 
s a t i s f y i n g the hypotheses of theorem (1.8) have no three-fold 
vector cross? products. I f they were to admit a 3 - f o l d vector 
cross product then, using a similar technique to that of 
theorem ( 1 . 8 ) , we would be able to define a 4 - f o l d vector 
cross product on R which i s impossible. 
F i n a l l y , f o r nearly kahler 6-dimensional submanifolds of 
an 8-dimensional manifold we have the following r e s u l t . 
THEOREM (1.9) Let M be a pseudo-riemannian 8-dimensional 
manifold with a p a r a l l e l 3-fold vector cross product P. 
Let M be a 6-dimensional orientable submanifold i n M such 
that the r e s t r i c t i o n of the metric tensor of M to M is-, 
non-degenerate; and positive d e f i n i t e on the normal bundle 
of M. I f M i s nearly kahler with respect to the induced 
almost complex structure J , then 
(1) M has pointwise constant type. 
(2) The holomorphic sectional curvature of M i s given by 
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K A J A = ~ 2||T AJA If + „ K A J A , (lo2l) where 
A i s such that flA | 2 = ± i t and ^A2 i s the type of M. 
Proof: I f M i s nearly kahler then as i n Chapter 2, i t 
follows that there exists a 1-form j& on the normal bundle 
such that 
TAJN t j TAN = ^(JN) A i (!(N) JA , (1.22) 
f o r a l l A € )•( (M) . Further, we also have 
\7 X(J) (Y) = 7T P(N,TXJN i JT^, Y) , (1.23) 
f o r a l l X, Y £ H (M). Since 
K P(N,TXJN - JT^.Y) » P(N,TXJN - JT^.Y) 
+ < JY, TXJN - J T ^ > JN P 
i t follows that 
II V X(J)(Y) I m I P(N, TXJN - J T ^ Y ) + < JY,TXJN ± J T ^ > 
2 2 2 Y || j TXJN t J TXN | - < TXJN ± J T^, Y > 
2 
- < T XJN - J T^, J Y > (l»24) 
Writing ^(N)= ^ , |8(JN) = |52 and using (1.22) 
we see that 
2 2 2 12 
TXJN i J TXN I " ( ft + ? 2 ) II X " 
JN 
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2 2 2 2 2 < T XJN 1 JTXN,Y > = ^<X,Y > + jf<JX,Y> 
- 2 ^  p<X,Y > < JX,Y> 
2 2 <T XJN - JTXN,JY = j32<X,JY>~ + j£ <JX,JY^ ± 2 ^  p<X,JY> « 
»<JX,JY> 
sub s t i t u t i n g the l a s t three equations i n (1.24) we get 
| V X ( J ) ( Y ) f - ( + /£ ) J ||X f||Y I 2 -<X,Y> 2 -<X, J Y> 2 
( 1 , 2 5 ) . 
2 2 
Next we prove that ( ^  + ) i s independant of the 
choice of (N,JN). Let (N,JN) be orthonormal and compatible 
with the orientations of M and M , then we have 
.2 ... • t ; . 2 
-« 2 «, 
^ = /^(N) and p2 m p (JN) . We have 
2 - 2 I I - ^ _ ||2 ft = II V * i T AJN - JTAN 
= I °j (T AJN ± JTAN) + 0( 2 J (JT AN i T AJN) || 
= W2 I) T AJN 1 JTAN ||2 + « 2 | JTAN t TAJN 
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2 . 2 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 
• «S < Z3, • P 8 > • « < /» + 4 > • A + ^ • 
2 2 2 Hence ( 3^ + ) = ^ (say) i s a diffe r e n t i a b l e 
function on M and ( l ) follows from ( 1 . 2 5 ) . 
Taking the s c a l a r product of (1.22) with A gives; 
-<^TAA,JN> - < T AJA,N > t p ' (1.26) 
Also s c a l a r l y multiplying (1.22) with JA gives 
- <T AJA, JN > - <T AA,N>= - ^ . (1.27) 
Squaring ( l . 2 6 ) and ( l . 2 7 ) and adding we get 
l | T A A I + | T A J A | | i 2^< JT AA, T A J A > = f • (1.28) 
Since M i s quasi-kahler we have by theorem (^.8) of Chapter 2: 
+ 2 T AJA = - J(T AA - T J A J A ) (1.29) 
and therefore 
2 
t 2 <T AJA, JT AA > = - J T AA || + < T AA,T J AJA > (1.30) 
Hence (1.28) and (l.3<>) give 
»2 ,,2 
T A J A I + < T A A » T J A J A > = r ( l o 3 1 > 
9h, 
By the Gauss equation we have 
2 
KAJA = < T A A ' T J A J A > " H T A J A I | + *AJA 
Hence using ( l . 3 l ) we get 
KAJA = ft ~ 2 II T A J A II2 + *AJA • 
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CHAPTER k 
I n t e g r a b i l i t y of a Vector Cross. Product Structure 
For an almost complex structure on a differentiable 
manifold a certa i n concept of i n t e g r a b i l i t y i s defined. 
I n what follows we make an attempt towards a generalization 
of that concept to vector cross products. 
1. I n t e g r a b i l i t y of an almost complex structure 
DEFINITION. Given A and B two tensor f i e l d s of type 
( l , l ) on a dif f e r e n t i a b l e manifold M, the torsion tensor 
S , of type ( l » 2 ) , of A and B i s defined as 
S ( X , Y ) = £AX, B Y ] + £ B X , AY"] + A B £ X , Y ] + B A £ X , Y 3 
- A [X, BY] - A ^BX,Y"} - B [x,AY ] 
- B [AX, Y"] , X,Y € M (M). 
The construction of S was discovered by NIJENHUIS L 1 "0. 
I n the spec i a l case when A=J, B=J ( J an almost complex 
structure on M) the torsion of J i s given by 
S(X,Y) = 2 |[JX,JY] - [X,Y] - J [x,JY^J - J ^ J X . Y ^ j 
for X, Y € M (M). 
A simple calculation shows that every almost complex 
structure J on a 2-dimensional orientable manifold has 
vanishing torsion. For an arb i t r a r y almost complex structure 
we state the following well known re s u l t £ 10"]; 
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THEOREM ( l . l ) . A. C » almost complex structure i s a complex 
structure i f and only i f i t has no torsion. 
Next we give an alternative formulation of the i n t e g r a b i l i t y 
of an almost complex structure. 
DEFINITION. An affine connection on an almost complex 
manifold (M,j) i s cal l e d an almost complex aff i n e connection 
i f 9 J = 0. For the existence of such connections we state 
the following (£l0"]); 
THEOREM ( 1 . 2 ) . Every almost complex manifold M admits an 
almost complex affine connection such that i t s torsion T i s 
given by 
S = 8T , 
where S i s the torsion of the almost complex structure 
J of M. 
Proof; Take an a r b i t r a r y torsion-free affine connection ^ 
on M , and l e t Q be the tensor f i e l d of type ( l , 2 ) defined by 
4Q(X,Y) = ( V J ) X + J ( V J ) X + 2 J ( V„J) Y , (1 .1) 
X, Y 6 X (M). 
Consider the affine connection ^ defined by 
V X Y = VXY - Q(X,Y). 
A calcul a t i o n shows that \? i s the desired connection. 
COROLLARY ( l „ 3 ) . An almost complex manifold M admits a 
torsion-free almost complex affine connection i f and only i f 
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the almost complex structure has no torsion. 
Hence i t follows that an almost complex structure i s 
integrable i f and only i f there e x i s t s a torsion-free 
connection ^ , and ^ J=0. 
Although the concept of i n t e g r a b i l i t y i s defined for an 
almost complex structure which need not be almost I t e r m i t i a n -
(that i s an almost complex structure J s a t i s f y i n g 
<JX,JY> = <X,Y> , X, Y fe K ( M ) ) - and for almost 
complex manifolds which need not carry a riemannian structure, 
i t seems natural to attempt a generalization of the concept 
of i n t e g r a b i l i t y to arb i t r a r y vector cross, products. This 
i s so because vector cross products are generalized almost 
hermitian structures. 
2. I n t e g r a b i l i t y of a vector cross; product 
A natural generalization of the concept of i n t e g r a b i l i t y 
to an arb i t r a r y vector cross; product would be to construct a 
generalized torsion tensor of an a r b i t r a r y vector r-from 
(that i s , an alternating tensor f i e l d of type ( l , r ) ) . For 
t h i s purpose we give a b r i e f description of a method by 
A. FROLICHER and A. NIJENHUIS ([,51). 
On a dif f e r e n t i a b l e manifold M l e t S denote the 
P 
module of s c a l a r p-forms on M , and V p the module of 
vector p-forms on M. 
Let L € , W £ S q . Then W A L £ Vq+1 i s 
defined by 
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H A L (U 1 (...,U ,x = 1 X aSn(z) ^ (U ,. . . ,U ) L (U 
1 q + l ) (q+1)! z 1 * V l 
U z ) (2 .1) q+L 
Also for ¥ € S q , L 6 , W ^  L € S q + ^ _ 1 i s 
defined by 
» * L < u i V i - i > = < ^ T ) i ^ • 8 n ( ! ) v ( L ( u ^ V > ' 
D . i + i ( 2 - 2 ) 
For q = o, W^L = 0 
Further f or L £ , M £ V m , M * L V^ + m_-| i s 
defined by 
L(U U ) = 1 Y. sgn(z)M(L(U U ) , 
1 X + I B 1 (l+m-l)| z \ Z 1 Z t 
« 
U , . . .,U A 
B U 1 ZUm-1 / (2 .3) 
Here z runs over a l l permutations of (1,...,m+l-1) and 
the U's are vector f i e l d s on M. 
Locally on an open subset of M we may choose a frame f i e l d 
| e 1 f . . . y e n | with dual frame ( e * , . . . , e * ) . Relative to 
such a frame, and for L € V* we set 
L = e*o L ; L = ^ L ® e^ . Then the 
j=1 
operations defined above assume the following simple forms: 
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n . 
¥ A L = £ ( W A L J ) ® e j (2 .1) 
j=1 
W^L = L J A C e ¥ (2 .2) 
j=1 
M K L - ( L° A C e MW ) ® e.t (2 .3) 
J ,1=1 * J 
Here C 0. denotes contraction with respect to e. and 
( c e ^ ( ^ ,... ,U q - 1 ) = qW ( • j . u 1 . — .U q.i) for vector 
f i e l d s ,.. . , U ., . 
1 q—1 
n DEFINITIONS. The mapping D:S S (S = ^ S q ) 
q=o 
i s c a l l e d a derivation of degree r on S i f 
a) Dk=0 , k £ R (the r e a l s ) 
b) DSL, <E S y ' P p+r ? 
C) D ( ^ ) + ^ ) = DCp + D*^ , 
d) D ( I T * w) = D F A w + (-1 ) p r TT A DW; 7T 6 s p , w e s q , 
The commutator [D^ , Dg"] of two derivations D^  of 
degree and Dg of degree , i s a derivation of 
degree + r 2 defined by 
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D V D 2 l = D1°2 - < " 1 ) r i r 2 ° 2 D 1 • 
A derivation D of degree r on S i s of type d # i f 
Dd = ( - 1 ) r d D. 
We note that the commutator of two derivations of type d # 
i s a derivation of type d # . 
PROPOSITION (2.1) Every derivation D on S of type d # 
i s determined uniquely by i t s action on S^. With every 
derivation D of degree r of type d^ there i s associated 
a vector form L of degree r , and 
DW s ^ L,¥] = d v ^ L + (-1 ) r d (W ^  L ) . 
Conversely, every mapping D:S > s of the form (2 . 4 ) i s 
a derivation of type d # denoted by d L . 
PROPOSITION (2.2) Given any two vector forms L £ , 
M t V m , there e x i s t s a vector form [ L, fe V4+m which 
i s uniquely determined by the condition 
CdL' ^ 1 " d[L,M3 ' 
The vector form ^ L j M ^ depends d i f f e r e n t i a b l y on L and M , 
and s a t i s f i e s the following rules: 
a) £ M , L 3 « (-1) 1 1 1 1 + 1 £ L, *f) , 
b) [ L , QM, ¥]] - (-I)1™ j^ M, [ L , ¥ ] J - [ [ L , * f \ , ¥*] , 
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e. i 
c) [ l , M*J = 0 o 
Xn terms of a l o c a l frame f i e l d (e^,..., e n ) » 
i j * 
= e^ . o L we have for L c 
[ L . L ] = 2 ^ ( L J h I L 1 - D L J A C e L* ) 
id=1 6 3 
Here ^ denotes l i e d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n and C denotes 
contraction. 
We observe that the torsion tensor S of an almost 
complex structure J , as defined e a r l i e r , agrees with the; 
vector 2-form given by proposition (2 .2 ) when M = J and 
L = J . This suggests that we may define the torsion of an 
arbitrary r - f o l d vector cross product P , to be the vector 
2r-form £p 9 P^J . Then by proposition (2 .2) we have 
[pt P3 . (-o r 2 + 1 [p, P 1 . 
Hence i f r i s even, then £P, P"] g 0. This implies that 
any 2-fold vector cross product has vanishing torsion. This 
makes such a generalization inadequate. 
Xn section 1 we have seen that an almost complex 
structure i s integrable i f and only i f there e x i s t s a torsion-
free connection ^ such that V J = 0 . 
Now l e t ^ be a torsion-free connection on M and se t , 
9 XY - 9 XY - Q(X,Y) , where Q i s a tensor 
f i e l d of type ( 1 , 2 ) . We e a s i l y see that V i s an a f f i n e 
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connection whose torsion | i s given by 
T(X,Y) = - Q(X,Y) + 0.(Y,X) (2.5) 
Further, for an r-fo l d vector cross product P we have, 
V x(p) (x 1 t...,x r) - y xp(x 1,...,x r) 
r rNj 
— j ^  P (x^ ,... , t • • • »^ r) 
j=1 
= V X ( P ) (X 1 X r) - Q(X,P (X 1,...,X r) ) 
r 
+ ^ P (X 1 Q(X,X j),...,X r). (2.6) 
j=1 
From (2.5) and (2.6) we deduce the following; 
PROPOSITION (2.3) 
For an r-fold vector cross product P on a riemannian 
manifold M with riemannian connection V the following 
are equivalent; 
•fey* 1 OK frUJL C+truvLcLii*. V a) There exists on M a mymmoticio -tonsor f i o l 4 — Q — o f type , 
r J 
(•1 yQ) such that V P = 0. 
(b) There e x i s t s on M a symmetric tensor f i e l d Q of type 
(1,2) such that 
V x ( P ) (x 1 f...,x r) = 0. (X, p(x1 ,...,x r)) 
- £ P (X 1 f... fQ(X,Xj),...,X r) , (2.7) 
j=1 
fo r a l l X, X, f. . . , X £ H (M). 
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We note that when r=1 , Q i s given i n terms of J and i t s 
derivatives by ( 1 . 1 ) . I t i s not clear whether a Q s a t i s f y i n g 
(2.7) e x i s t s . However, i f P i s p a r a l l e l then Q = 0 gives 
the desired connection. 
Now l e t M be an n-dimensional dif f e r e n t i a b l e manifold. 
We denote by P the p r i n c i p a l frame bundle over M with 
structure group GL(n, R). I f GCGL(n,R) i s a l i e subgroup, 
then a G-structure on M i s a reduction of P to a p r i n c i p a l 
subbundle with group G. R n considered as a di f f e r e n t i a b l e 
manifold c a r r i e s a special G-structure whose f i b r e at X € R n 
i s the set of a l l l i n e a r mappings 
i o A: R n > R n * A € G , 
x x 
where i : R n w R n i s the cannonical isomorphism of 
x x 
R n onto i t s tangent space at x. Any G-structure which i s 
l o c a l l y equivalent to thi s G-structure i s said to be integrable 
or f l a t . (Equivalently, t h i s means that one can choose 
coordinates (xi,...,Xn) l o c a l l y such that ( ) 
1 ' ' /3Xn 
i s a l o c a l cross-section of the G-structure.) 
Next, l e t M and M be two n-dimensional manifolds and 
l e t f: M > M be a diffeomorphism. f induces a map » 
f # : F P , of the corresponding p r i n c i p a l frame bundles. 
Suppose that both M and M possess G-structures. I f f # 
maps the frames of one into the frames of the other then f 
i s c a l l e d structure preserving. 
Now l e t M and M be two n-dimensional manifolds; l e t 
10ko 
E j> M be a G-structure on M ; l e t E $>• M be a 
G-structure on M. Let p € M and f a diffeomorphism 
of a nbd of p into M. We say that f preserves the 
G-structure to Kth order at p i f some frame belonging to 
E at p gets mapped by f^ onto a frame, A, belonging to 
E and i f P # ( E ) ^ and E have contact of order K at A 
as submanifolds of F . 
GUILLEMIN Ql5]» defined a G-structure on an n-dimensional 
manifold M to be uniformly k - f l a t at p e M , i f there 
exists a nbd U(p) and a diffeomorphism of u ( p ) onto ai 
nbd U(o) C R n which i s Kth order structure preserving at p. 
GUILLEMIN Ql5J9 found that the obstructions to constructing 
such mappings, which are structure preserving to order K 
k 2 
for a r b i t r a r y large K , are tensors of type H ' (g) defined 
k i 
on E , where H ' ( g ) are the bigraded homology groups of 
a cert a i n chain complex associated with g, the l i e algebra 
of G. 
Let gl(v) be the l i e algebra of l i n e a r endomorphisms 
of an n-dimensional r e a l vector space V. Let g be a l i e 
subalgebra of g l ( v ) . The Kth prolongation g ( k ) of g 
i s by de f i n i t i o n , the vector space of a l l symmetric (k+1 ) -
l i n e a r mappings! 
a: (X 1 , . . . ,X k + 1 ) t V XV X... XV > a (X 1 , . . . ,Xfc+1 ) € V 
such that, for arbitrary fixed X1,...,Xk £ V , the l i n e a r 
endomorphism of V which sends X^+i into a(X^ ,. .. »^ -jc'^ k+1 ^  
(k) 
i s an element of g. The d e f i n i t i o n of g v ' can be written as-
g ( k ) = g @ s k (v*) n v <g> s k + 1 ( v * ) , 
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Where S (V*) i s the space of a l l k-linear symmetric 
mappings a: V . We say that g i s of f i n i t e 
type i f g ( k ) = 0 for some k . I f g ^ k _ 1 ^ / 0 and 
(k) 
B = 0 , g i s said to be of type k. We note that 
(o) 
S = g. 
According to £ l53» i f S i s o f type k then H r , 2 ( g ) = 0 
for r > k . Hence for G-structures of type k , obstructions 
to i n t e g r a b i l i t y l i e i n H * (g) , for r £ k . 
We have seen i n Chapter 2 that a vector cross product on 
a riemannian manifold M i s a G-structure on M, where G 
i s the automorphism group of the vector cross product. Further, 
since G i s contained i n the s p e c i a l orthogonal group of the 
riemannian structure i t i s of type 1. I t follows that 
o 2 
obstruction to i n t e g r a b i l i t y i n thi s case may l i e i n H ' (g) 
1 2 
and H ' (g) . We note that a necessary condition for 
i n t e g r a b i l i t y of a vector cross product i n t h i s sense i s that 
the riemannian structure i s f l a t . For an almost complex 
structure the corresponding G-structure i s GL(n,c) considered 
as a l i e subgroup of GL(2n, R). I n t h i s case one can show 
that g i s of i n f i n i t e type and H X , J = 0 for i > o and 
a l l j . The only obstruction to i n t e g r a b i l i t y l i e s i n 
o 2 
H 9 (s) and i s the torsion tensor of the almost complex 
structureo 
F i n a l l y l e t P be a vector cross product on a pseudo-
riemannian manifold M ; E ^ M the associated G-structure 
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and r* an ar b i t r a r y l i n e a r connection i n E. Then: 
PROPOSITION (2.4) ( Let Q be an a r b i t r a r y point 
of E. The lowest order structure tensor of E M at 
Q. i s the cohomology c l a s s i n H 9 (g) of the torsion 
tensor of P at Q. 
Hence i f t h i s structure tensor vanishes then there exist 
torsion free connections with respect to which P i s 
p a r a l l e l . 
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